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There will be a meeting of the mu
nicipal officers of Lincoln, Knox

Waldo counties at Rock,and on
Monday. Jan .22. The meeting will
tabled T lass'and'Tn uST changed be held in the Community Building,
its name to the Trtbune
These papers The program for the meeting is OUt17. 1M7.
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930 to 10.00 a. m.—Registration
If any man have ears to hear, let
(there will be no registration fee).
him hear. St. Mark 7: 16.
10.00 a. m.—Call to order by Da
vid H. Stevens, Town Manager of
Milo and President of the Maine
Municipal Association.
Old Fashioned Town Meet
Address: “Calling and Conduct-'
ins Yesterday’* Feature ^g Town Meetings -Roy h. owi- '
a*
.
cell I
fey- Executive Secretary , Maine.
—Members Still Lamng MunicJpal Association.

The Rotary Club

Reading nationwide newspapers one cannot help feeling
Impressed that the sympathies of the United States run
strongly toward that plucky little country upon which cow
ardly Russia Is now picking. That we might aid Finland in a
more substantial manner than by sending cash contributions
and by passing resolves Is the wish of every fair-minded citizen.
So we read with conflicting emotions the situation In Con
gress, and most of us will say “Amen” to the following edi
torial which appeared in the New York Herald Tribune:
The tragi-comedy of the President’s proposed loan to Fin
land stirs a certain feeling of exasperation not unmlxed with
shame. The proposal itself was not exactly in heroic mould.
Finland is standing single-handed In the Thermopylae of
Western civilization, fighting not only for her own life but for
a great deal else we value, and with none cheering her on more
vociferously than the United States. Desperately she appeals
for a sword; whereupon the President allows himself cauti
ously to suggest that we might lend her something with which
to buy agricultural surpluses, carefully explaining that this
transaction could not “in any way constitute or threaten any
so-called 'lnvolvment' in European wars."
The proposal Is unherolc and the final statement Is unfrank, since there Ls patently no reason for lending Finland
anything save as a means of influencing a European war. But
If the President is cautious, the Senate ts fantastic. Do the
statesmen debate the idea of granting aid to Finland on its
merits? Do they consider how far American national interest
is bound up with Finland's success, what would be the actual
risks of offering some assistance, and whether the interests
are worth tlie risks? Not at all. The Senators smother the
dangerous notion because, In Senator George’s argument, if we
break down restrictions on lending for war purposes to Fin
land or "any other hard case,” then when the struggle In the
west rises to its climax "the pressures will be doubled and re
doubled to break down the restrictions upon credits to France
and credits to Great Britain."
We don't dare lend to Finland, in other words, because we
are afraid we might And ourselves one day under pressure to
lend to the French and British, and we don't dare risk that
because we are afraid that when such a day arrives we shall
be in such a trance that we can't tell whether our Interests will
demand that we lend to the French and British or not, but will
just do It automatically. This, really, seems to be carrying
the scared-of-its-own-shadow school of statesmanship to hu
miliating depths. This paper believes the question of active
aid to Finland is too serious for hasty decision; but is one
which certainly should be decided, on its merits, and not buried
in a compulsion neurosis. As it is, while Sweden and Nor
way. for example, small powers immediately under the shadow
of Russian planes and German guns, have the courage to
tranship materials and send in volunteers, the United States
—the strongest, the most secure and to Russia the most In
accessible power in the world—confesses itself afraid, not
even of the Russians, but of itself.
One is tempted to ask how long the foreign policy of the
United States can be safely left, in the presence of a great war,
to the unlovely combination of hypocrisy and timidity here
starkly exemplified.
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Banquet and Ladies Night Attended By 154—
Francis Bate Speaker—Dyer’s Unique
“March Of Time”
Camden Chamber of Commerce Officers
President—W. G. Williams
Vice President—Gilbert G. Harmon
Vice President—Alexander C. Doritv
Secretary—Mrs. Richard S. Foxwell
Treasurer—Clayton R. McCobb
Board of Directors—John A. Bird, Harold S. Corthell. J. Crosby llobbs.
E. Hamilton Hall, J. Hugh Montgomery, Alphonso S. Prinre,
George H. Thomas and all officers
One hundred and fifty Camden
citizens members of the Chamber
I of Commerce or in complete accord
with its aims—ascended three flights
of stairs to the Masonic banquet
hall Thursday night, pausing long
enough to read the legends which
marked the red white and blue
archway. Reading upward from the
street level the signs said:
"Howdy Folks. Welcome"
"United We Stand"
"Divided We Fall"

chamber WilUam o WUUama>
tended the organization's welcome
those present and made an appro
priate Introduction of his successor,
William E. Reed, who in turn pre
sented the new officers listed at the
head of this column.
The toastmaster on this occasion
was Rev. William E. Berger the
popular rector of the Episcopal
Church who expressed some curiosi
ty as to why he should be selected
for a second time. But those at
the dining tables knew why. They
know of his absolute fitness tor that
pleasant, but by no means easy task.
Hts anecdotes were excellent, and
always appl.cable.
He told of the debt which the com
munity owed to the late J. Hale
Hodgman. John R. Prescott and Sid
ney Sutherland, and at his sug
gestion the members of the au
dience stood for one minute with
bowed heads.
Applause awaited the introduc
tion of the heads of the Walsh
Manufacturing Company, a newly
acquired Camden industry.
And now came a dramatic fea
ture of the night's entertainment—
the March of Time broadcast, ar
ranged by Oeorge W Dyer and
done by him in a most impressive
| manner Beginning with November
]93g
Dyer presented chrono)<<icaUy
Q[
efforu an(J

(By The Roving Reporter)

A half hour of hilarity characterAddress: "The Law of Pauper
From 9 Hamilton place, Boston, i What was your favorite motion
a
Settlements and Notices '—Barnett
teed the entertainment period of the
, .u c u , j
comes the suggestion of Alton Hall picture in 1939? In the Film Daily's
I. Saur, Member of the Cumberland
Rockland Rotaty Club a* The Bar and Assistant Corporation
Blackington that I can start some- annual ten best picture selections
thing at the Bean Barrel Club If “Good-bye Mr. Chips" ranked first.
Thorndike Hotel yesterday after- Counsel of the City of Portland.
I
propound this problem: "How cold The other nine, in order are: "Mr.
the occasion being the old
1200 m. to 1.15 p. m—Free time;
would it be If It was twice as cold Smith Goes to Washington," "Pygfashioned town meeting conducted no luncheon session scheduled.
as zero ." Of course Woodbury Snow mallon,"
"Wutherlng
Heights,”
1.15 p. m—Address: “Some Rec
by Judge E C Pavson. chairman
would answer that, offhand, and so “Dork Victory," “The Women," "The
ommendations
for
Improving
Local
of the entertainment committee
would the sheriff, whether lie knew Wizard of Oz," “Juarez," "8tanley
“Let's Unite"—
The business there 'ran-sacted was Tax Assessments’’ Prank H Holley
or
not.
and Livingstone” and "The Old
so
thlf paper Is ,8tale Tax ******
“To Make Camden the
off the record
Maid." "Good-bye Mr. Chips" pro
Address:
“
Legal
Remedies
for
the
Best
Place
of
AU
”
tinabl" to tell of the mock solemnity
The season's most distinguished duced in pre-war England, by MetCollection
of
Taxes
’
—
Francis
W
"Our
Chamber
of
Commerce
and IfMlicrous events which hap
and well-hatted men In America ro-Ooldwyn-Meyer was the first
Sullivan. Legal Counsel. Maine
Will Help Us To
pened.
have been selected according to an foreign-made film ever to win first
Municipal Association.
Succeed."
Gilford B Butler of South Thom
announcement made by the Fashion place in the Film Daily's annual
Informal discussion of problems
This excellent, and somewhat po
aston long familiar with municipal
Committee of Hat Style Council, poll. In it 542 critics and reviewers
Jurisprudence. acted as moderator "‘‘atln«
m^lpal accounting
etical advice, found emphasis when
Inc. Those named are: Marshall from all parts of the country par
and was equal to all emergencies,
audlt
and
«* preparation
Field, socialite and philanthropist; ticipated and 472 voted for Mr.
with Alan F McAlary. in the role of °<
Herbert Bayard Swope, financier ' chips. It was out in front from the
constable, enforcing his rulings and
™
and Journalist; Clark Gable, motion ! start and finished with a nearly
will be led by Harold E Crawford,
Ithe general behavior of the town
picture star; Fred Astaire, dancer ■ 40-vote lead,
head of the Municipal Division of
meeting.
and motion picture star; Adolph
__q_
the State Department of Audit.
I The chief contest of the day was
Busch. Ill, of St. Louis, well-known I Kenneth L. Drinkwater of 10 AnOpen and informal discussion of
Over the election of a tax collector.
sportsman; Jock Whitney, socialite gell Terrace, South Portland writes:
general municipal problems Op
Two Rotarians were the rival canand sportsman; Gene Tunney, for- i "As I am an ardent reader of The
portunity trill be given at this time
ididates, but the club seemed to
mer heavy-weight champion; Low- J Courier-Gazette I thought it my
for any person present to ask gen
think a change of venue would be
ell Thomas, news commentator; duty to tell you of the pleasure I
eral questions on any town prob
a good thing, and they elected a
Bing Crosby, radio and motion pic- get from reading The Black Cat
lem. In addition to the speakers
man who is collecting bugs and listed above, the following will be
ture star; the Honorable Edward , column. It is very interesting and
Kelley, Mayor of Chicago; and your remarks are very timely. I
shells In a distant State.
present to assist in answering ques
PROTECT OUR SCENERY
The proposition to spend $37 000.07
Frank Chapman, actor; and Edgar keep a scrapbook in whioh I insert
tions so presented: Franz U. Bur
the townspeaple streamed into the
Bergen, spokesman for Charlie Me- , various articles in the paper, in
(for the construction of a bridge
At
a
business
clinic
held
in
Portland
Thursday
the
elimi

kett, Attorney General of Maine;
banquet hall, and saw behind the
earthy.
| eluding, also, the poems sent In by
from the Olover lumber yard across Peter Mills, Field Consultant, Maine
nation of bill-boards was strongly urged. Whether any
head table three significant em
—o—
' various contributors
and the
•rmond’s Cove to Crockett’s Point Municipal Association.
thing will ever come from it is quite another question, but it
achievements of the Camden
blems—banners of the Rotary Club,
bi
Tlie
Courier-Gazette
recently
"Steamboat
Days"
page,
all of
ijectlon was raised on the ground
Is
fact
as
there
started,
that
the
average
bill-board
is
a
stench
to Chamber of Commerce. “Time
4 30 p. m—Adjournment.
the Camden Fire Department and marches on-and. yes so does Cam-1 appeared a le,l€r from Bsten W *'hlch
very interesting mahat it would take business away
to one's aesthetic nostrils, and bars from the tourists’ view
the Camden-Rockport Lions Club. ________________________________ i Porter, reprinted from a New York terial.’’
Mr. Drlnkwater’s questhings we would like to have them see. Advertise in the
from the "cotton store" at The Brook MAINE CENTRAL TO BUY LINES
paper, suggesting economy in the j t10ns, relating to Steamboat Days"
And proudly among them Old Glory
newspapers, advertise over the radio, and advertise in any of
ind would detour tourists away
with its inspiration for a rousing
use of water by hotels—this in view are being answered in that departthe usual legitimate manners, but for goodness sake spare
frm the scenic attractions of TillThe Interstate Commerce Com
of the drouth, which was assuming ment.
chorus of “America".
avenue.
our
Ood-given
scenery.
mission authorized the Maine Cen
uncomfortable proportions in the [
_ o—
The occas.on of this large and
And so it went—a regular button tral Railroad today to purchase the
National Metropolis. In this con-1 One year ago; The High School
representative
Camden
gathering
ting performance.
properties of the Dexter & Piscata
nectlon there appeared In Tuesday’s sample fair was patronized by 800
was the first annual turkey banquet
Visiting Rotarians—A. F Oreen. quis Railroad, both lines now being
SUFFERING UNKNOWN HERE
Herald Tribune this item:
persons—The total population at
antt
ladies
night
of
the
Camden
iden; Allie U. Dougherty. Cam- operated by the Maine Central Rail
In an unprecedented step to con-| the State Prison was 388, a new recOne reason why there is comparatively little kicking
Chamber
of
Commerce.
Features
Leon A. Dodge. Damariscotta- road under lease. The Maine Cen
serve New York City’s drinking wa- ord—The southend lost a well
about the current cold spell is probably because everybody is
of the three-hour program were the
•castle. Ouests—Dr James Kent, tral will purchase the properties of
ter supply, city officials began using known cltizen ln
death of H(.
familiar
with
the
terrible
conditions
across
the
water
and
in
patriotic
address
by
County
Attor

Iw. H. Spear. William ID. Talbot, the Dexter & Piscataquis for a con
river water yesterday to flush the
_ .
_
_ „
some parts of our own country. Imagine participating in life
streets
The
step
was
taken
as
rain
A
Dunton
-Elmer
E. Studley,
ney Francis H. Bate of Kennebec I
Loring Orff E Stewart Oberton and sideration of $1 and the assumption
and death struggles in the frozen waters of Finland with the
measurement cf the weekend rain, 77, died in Thomaston —Tinker
County,
music
by
Ken
Herrick
and
IDr. Ralph Earl, Vinalhaven
of the mortgage indebtedness of the
which stopped early yesterday after mackerel were arriving at Bostontemperature at 54 degrees below zero—so cold that they are
His String Busters and the presen
company. The Maine Central will
falling for 16 hours, showed that up- N<.lson Rokes was
alor
making garments out of sacking to serve as clothing for cows.
tation
to
the
Community
of
the
i
state reservoirs of the citys water ,
, ..
„
The American Legion Auxiliary pay $73,200 for properties of the
supply system still were less than p>r the American Air Lines at Knoxoxygen tent bought by the Camdenwill hold a special meeting for ini Dexter & Newport, based on a price
half full.
1 ville, Tenn.
also be vocal and piano selections Rockport Lions Club with the pro-| n
tiation Monday night. Officers are of $60 a share for its stock.
I by Mr. Bonney. He will conduct ceeds of the recent ball in the Rock-1 The P01”15 80 ‘nrniously and so
requested to wear white. The sew
The ^lively presented by Mr. Dyer |
a Children s meeting every afternoon land Community Building
ing circle will meet In the afternoon
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette Bonney Worker* Will Con- [except Saturdays and Sundays at
primary purpose of this oxygen tent are concisely covered In the annual
duct Revival At the First 3 45. Mr. Bonney will use ventril is the treatment of pneumonia ' reP°rt ol the Chamber s secretary
oquism and magic to entertain and cases but it includes apparatus Mrs. Betty Foxwell, presented in 1
Baptist Church
whereby it can be used in conjunc-Icannectlon wlth lhls arllcl<‘
instruct the boys and girls.
And at this pychological moment
Mrs. Bonney will preach the ser lion with helium gas for asthma
The evangelistic campaign to be
mon at all the Sunday and evening cases. On the very day it was re in the program Mrs. Foxwell was
conducted by Rev. and Mrs. Gerald
sessions This gifted woman will ceived' in town it was the means presented with a beautiful bouquet
E. Bonney in the First Baptist have a message for the people of
of saving the life of a pneumonia of roses, after an eloquent tribute
Church of this city wil open tomor- Rockland and Knox County.
patient. The presentation in behalf to her splendid services, paid by
Think you're having a cold win
Feb. 11—About zero.
There will be a cottage prayer of the Lions Club was made by Dr. Toastmaster Berger And if Mrs.
row morning at 10.30. The Bonney
F<b 12—Warmer
Workers have Just closed a very meeting each afternoon at 2.30, and James Carswell king Lion, and Foxwell didn’t know how much the ter, do you?
Will Open An
Well "you ain't seen nothin' yet,”
Feb 13—Heavy gale.
successful series of meetings in the another prayer meeting will be held was received with appropriate ex town appreciated her services, she
Feb. 14—10 to 15 below.
Dorchester Baptist Temple of Bos at the church each evening at 7.15. pressions of gratitude by Town must have realized it in that pro providing next month is like Febru
longed wave of applause which ary, 1934
Feb. 15—Snow.
Reservations will be made for any Manager Percy R. Keller.
ton, and will arrive ln Rockland
Feb 16—6 to 10 below.
group wishing to attend any service
today.
But all this is getting ahead of greeted the act.
Six years ago. Jan. 20, to be exact,
AT THE
Feb. 17—6 below.
From his inexhaustable fund of
Rev and Mrs. Bonney have in a body. Monday evenings classes the story which really opens with
the cold spell began, and, gee! did
Feb. 18 and 19—“Fine."
traveled extensvely, one of their are urged to attend. Friday evenings the impressive task of serving that humorous stories County Attorney
Feb. 20—Tough snowstorm.
journeys
having
taken
them will be a special night for young nice turkey supper. The local Bate drew a choice assortment of
Feb. 21-22—"Fine.”
But every Chapter of the Eastern Star did samples before proceeding with the
through the B.ble lands. This gives people's delegations.
Feb. 23—Snowstorm.
them a rich background for their night will be open to the public.
the catering, and the workers must serious side of his address. He is a
Feb 24—10 below.
The Sunday services will be at have been dismayed when they most forceful speaker.
Bibical interpretation. They have
Feb. 25—20 above during the day.
“The achievements of science have
been over 17 years in evangelistic 10 30 a. m. and 7 15 p. m. weekdays looked from the kitchen windows
Feb. 26—Tough snowstorm.
SUNDAYS AT 10.30 AND 7.15. WEEKDAYS AT 7.30
work, and have conducted over 200 j the services will be at 7.30 p. m.
and saw a crowd that overflowed ushered us into a new |nd changed
Feb. 27—Snow.
world,’ said Mr. Bate, "and in this
campaigns
which
have
taken
them
I
------------------into the hallway, where extra tables
CHILDREN'S MEETINGS AT 3.45
Feb 28 Zero
Into most of the states. They have [ Miss Dorothy Thomas of Stlsby’s
were quickly set up. But it is to changed world, new and powerful
And Isn't that enough for one
forces have been unleashed Hence
a
definite
program
for
children,
Flower
Shop
won
first
prize
for
corthe credit of these “Stars" that no
GREAT PREACHING GREAT MI'SIC GREAT MEETINGS
month ?
young people and adults in each sages in a field of 20 entries by lead- body went hungry and that the the paramount task of government
1 campaign.
|ing florists in the State at a com- supper was served as expeditiously today Is. successfully to direct and
The Rockport Farm Bureau held
A large chorus choir directed by petition sponsored by the Society of as possible. Hats off to the worthy to control these new forces, in or we all shiver. On that date the
1 Mr. Bonney will be one of the fea- American Florists in Lewiston Tues- matron. Mrs. Evelyn Wilson, and der that they may not destroy but mercury went down to zero, and
serve the human family.
stood pat tlie next morning. Oil
tures of each service. There will dayher competent helpers.
nesday for an all-day session. There
"For more than a century In gov the 22d it was 10 below.
Gilbert Patten, in his New York
ernment, democracy has been the
The diary kept by Mrs. Clara I., were 24 present, with Miss Esther
winter retreat, would, have been
accepted ideal of the western world. Grant of 184 South Main street from Dunham, home demonstration agent
REOPENING
Tocay, however, its right to lead which these figures are obtained, as special guest Mrs. Lizzie French
THE YEAR’S WILDEST, WITTIEST WHIRLWIND
ership appears to be challenged. is silent for a week, as to statistics, was elected chairman for the cotnOF A LOVE AND LAFF SHOW I
LN NEW QUARTERS
We are told, by the exponents of but the 29th of January was lab- ing year, with Mrs. Inez Packard as
the totalitarian concepts of gov elled tlie coldest day of the winter, home management leader; Mrs.
447 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
ernment, that democracy is too No local figures were given, but a Mary Spear and Mrs. Edith Over
(Formerly occupied by Central Maine Power Co.)
frail to tame and control these new side entry in the diary says it was leek as food leaders, and Mrs. AusTELEPHONE 234
ly unleashed forces, and that refuge 40 below at Warren. Next day it tin Smith as clothing leader,
NEW CLASSES NOW FORMING—THIS IS THE TIME TO
ENROLL
must be tought in some form of dic was 15 below and on the next 10 to
8A.-9
tatorship.
20 below.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
The Lions Quartet in action
"Can democracy meet that chal
And now comes that terribly cold
lenge? That is. can democracy February with the following en- W”w1
n7sV7ru‘?e
thrilled anew if he had heard Gil by alert action, and wise reforms tries:
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week The loss of these
bert Laite’s magnificent rendition of find a new stability in the economic
Feb. 1—A little warmer, (prob tastes is a lose ot happiness Charles
Darwin
"On Freedom's Shore.”
and social life of this changed ably well below zero).
OT ptay ky CHAtllt UDfMR
A quartet from the Lion's Club world, without sacrificing the blessFeb. 2—Cold.
ALL’8 WF.1J.
COLUMBIA FICTUII
Is temporarily located
comprising Sam Lankton, David ings of its free Institutions? If it
Feb. 3—Very Cold.
1 Tlie clouds which rise with thunder,
1
slake
Crockett, William G. Williams and is to do so democracy must re-ex
Feb. 4—Zero.
Our thirsty souls with rain;
Gilbert Laite, sang the ever popular amine itself, and prepare and put
Feb. 5—Ten below.
. The blow most dreaded Jails to break
j From off our limbs a chain;
“Levee Song" and was given a de into action, a program which will
Feb. 7—25 below.
j And wrongs o< man to man but make
420 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
i The love of God more plain,
SATURDAY, SUNDAY, MONDAY, JAN. 20, 21, 22 served ovation. There were other become responsive to modem needs Feb. 8—10 to 20 below.
I As through the shadowy lens of even,
OVER THE CORNER DRUG STORE
popular songs, with inimitable and modern problems. In other
Feb. 9—25 to 30 below. (coldest The eye looks farthest into heaven
Evenings at 8.00. Matinees Saturday at 2.30; Sunday at 300.
On gleams of alar and depths of blue
words, it must solve the problem I day ever known In Boston).
David Crockett to direct them.
The glaring sunshine never knew.
(Continued
on
Page
Five)
I
Feb.
10
—
10
below.
TEL. 1196-W
The retiring president of the

An overworked chef

“Camden Marches On"—
George Dyer

Opens Tomorrow

HAVE YOU FORGOTTEN '34?

The Winter When It Was So Cold In Rockland
That Seagulls Shivered

THE

“BONNEY WORKERS”
EVANGELISTIC CAMPAIGN
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
TOMORROW

BALLARD BUSINESS SCHOOL
Monday, January 22

DR. CHARLES B. POPPLESTONE
at the office of Dr. R. L Stratton

WALDO THEATRE

—John Greenleaf Whittrtr

-w

«

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

HIGH SCHOOL NEWS
By the Pupils

Ttif true source of cheerful- •••
uess ts benevolence
The soul •••
— that perpetually overflows with •••
— kindness nnd sympathy will al- •••
••• ways be cheerful.—P Godwin

•••

Every-Other-Day
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On Rockland Basketball Teams

—1
u

FI RST TWO CUST0MF1RS
I

By Charles Emery

•

( inning; Events
Bangor School of Commerce, the
• Well." said the Tall One. “I stated. "Will ycu get one in the
January
Rockland boys emerging victorious.
think our idea was grand "
kitchen?"
—
20_ Hockey. Rockland at Gardiner 9-3. In the game with Waterville,
The Short One nodded "A brain
But as the Short One disappeared
1^
04_ Hockey Rockland at Maine the opponents won. 5-0, and with
in
quest of the object the Tall One
storm,
indeed"
School of Commerce.
Ccn>’ H1«h- tllp °PP°nenU won with
V'
' Here two days ago we had only simultaneously proved the Instru
25—Exchange assembly program a 5-1 victory. Today the boys are
------t
with Warren High, at Warren.
journeying to Oardiner, and it
i vague plans about a sweet shoppe ment quite unnecessary to the de
Down In Pennsylvania a 25-Basketball Lincoln at Rock- should be a good game to see. in
and now here we are with a place termined mind. She clawed at the
Country Club Has Maine land
1!*ht °f previous,scoresO. B. A
all bought and every kind of sweet taffy with her hands, winding
27—Hockev. Rockland at Waterin stock that any one could possibly strings cf it about her thumb, hastiAtmosphere
vH s
Business positions for the Junior
..A
A
ask for." The Tall One set a dish of jy tmoothing over the ruffled dish
27—Winter Sports Meet sponsored class Pla>'- Professor. How Could
J
Tlie banquet hall of the Bradford
You!
”
have
been
announced
by
i
M
'divinity fudge ln the showcase and for appearance's sake.
Country Club took on a ‘'salty" by Girls Athletic Association.
30— Basketball. Rockland at Rock- Coach Allston E. Smith as follows:
turned it so that the biggest pieces
The Short One. reappearing, re
Maine atmosphere the other night _ _
General business manager, June
'would show toward the customers. garded the Tall One mockingly as
port.
|
iW1
while 150 of the Pine Tree State's
31- Hockev. Belfast at Rockland. Chatto. assistant. Louise Harden:
"Now who,' asked the Short One, she withdrew the taffy-clothed
February
publicity manager. Lucille Connon,
best trademarked lobsters appeased
'do you suppose cur first customer ' thumb from het mouth, smiling selfthe appetites of an equal number of
2—Basketball. Rockland at Belfast a^^tant, Louise Seavey; program
will be?"
consciously.
book manager. Lillian Savage, as
local gourmads. It was thc monthly fast.
‘Whomever lie may be we cer
"Tsk, tsk," sighed the Short Onc.
sistants, Ruth Witham and Naomi
get-to-gether rf members of thtainly wiU be able to satisfy his "Soma people never grow up.”
3—Hockey Cony at Rockland.
Pennhills Club and Ouy W. Pacts,
craving,” the Tall One said witli
It’s getting near noon," said tlie
9— Basketball.
Thomaston at Rackliffe: ticket sales manager.
formerly cf Maine, arranged the
Perry Margeson. assistant. Lucy
satisfaction.
TaU One.
Rockland.
decorations, menu and program in
The Short One was studying the
The Short One looked at the
10— Hockey, Camden at Rockland Thompson: general stage manager,
honor of his native State.
cash register as though It were a clock. “Yes. It seems to be, doesn’t
13—Basketball. Rcck’and at Cam Richard S. Brown, assistants, John
The walls of the hall were cov
Guptill. Arthur Brewer, and Everett
Jig-saw she was piecing together. It?" Then site added: “It stiU seems
den.
ered with fish nets and marine flags
“Never did see such pessimists,” she too early to be quarter of 12. Why
13—Pitt Parker program wiLh Spear; property managers. Charles
while a big display of actual fishing
murmured.
don't you go outside there and take
Stockholm and Wnston, dramatic; Weed and Mary Lamb; costume
gear brought direct from the rockmistress. Elaine Ames; usher chair
“
And
exactly
what,"
asked
the
a look at the jeweler c clock? Maybe
bound coast" created great interest. artists.
man. Mary Anastasio.
Tall One suspiciously, "do you mean ours Is wrong."
14
and
15
—
Junior
Class
play.
There were several traps, buoys,
"It might be so.” agreed tlie Tall
by that?'
mounted large lobsters, a dory and j 16—Kippy Kamival and Ball.
Three excellent movies, from tlie
"The people who make these regis One, turning to follow her friend’s
16
—
Hockey.
Rockland
vs.
Hebron
other equipment.
State Development Department, on
ters," the Short One mused. “Evi suggestion.
Tlie Maine Development Commis Jayvees.
radio, television, and winter sports,
dently
they figure some places
While thc Tall Onc squinted at
Mary Wotton, guard, and Lucille Melvin, utility
17— Vacation.
Clarrnre Butler and Donald Cates, forwards
sion which co operated with Mr.
were shown recently to tlie civics |
don't do any business at all. So they the face of the jewler's clock from
Davis had sent down a lot of pic
classes in Senior High, and at aj
tuck on a No Sale' key. Imaguic the sidewalk al the door, the Short
Raymond
Young.
sophomore I
tures of the fishing Industry and
Junior High Assembly.- Beverly,
that now! '
One took advantage of the moment
several reels of movies showing tlie
whoso picture appear* d in this
Bowden
Die Tall One. only half listening, to lift from thc plate another
harvesting and shipping tf lobsters
• • • •
paper Thursday, Is taking the com-’
glanced at the clock “We’ve been brownie, smearing It with a bit or
and the best w ay to make and really
At a recent sophomore class tnercial course. He has been a
'here
exactly an hour and not a whipped cream she scooped from
enjoy a shore dinner. Copies of
I
meeting, presided over by John
single customer yet.”
the top of a cream cake and press
Granger for nearly two years, last
Maine recreational and seafood
Storer. these class committees were
By Chuck Cochard
The Short One said gaily: “Dont ing it to the first brownie she had
recipe booklets were distributed.
year
being
gate-keeper
He
is
es(
chosen for Kippy Karnival: enter
let it worry you. No one eats can taken. She now had a brownie
The blue, white and red trade
tainment. Nancy Howard; decorat pecially interested in machinery and
marks on the lobsters made a big hit
Hollywood (Exclusive)—For years long while. It is a grand film for dies or puddings right after break sandwich. She bit off a comer and
ing. Virginia Bowley; clean up. Wil- carpentry. He should make a good
with everybody. It was unanimously
the movie critics throughout the Margaret Sulla van to 1 eturn to the fast. I was reading up on it yes chewed it abruptly, smacking her
liam
East; booths Walter Butler; masWr of peasant Valley Orange world have been yelling for realism screen and it is just mother ex- terday The majority of candy- lips.
voted that another Maine lobster
soliciting. Dorothy Peterson
dinner should be held very soon.
Our clock Is slow by that one!"
• • • •
—for down-to-earth stories that de- tracrdlnary performance for Stew- eaters 111 the morning are most
liable to indulge their sweet tooth the Tall One reported, re-entering
Th?
new
Outing
Club
lias
elected
plct
life
as
really
is.
Hollywood
art.
Be
sUTJ
and
jut
this
on
your
At a Freshman meeting, with
between the hours of 10.30 and the store. "May I suggest that
Barrett ’Jordan, president, presiding, these officers: President. Danny finally succumbed to this cry ar.d “must see' list. A 3S Star-Lite
quarter to 12. And in the after you ret it ahead seven minutes?"
these conunittees were chosen: Munro; vice president. Patricia ; today its studios are turning cut the hit.
The Short One stood on a chair
Booth. Virginia Poster, assistant. Allen; secretary, Nathalie Edwards; j most realistic films in the History "Fighting 69th' with James Cag- noon between the hours of 3 and
and only after much stretching did
Bertha Coombs: tea room. Nancy treasurer. Sylvia Hayes. Chaperons of the motion picture business, but ney_ pat O'B.-ien. George Brent, 515.”
"You believe all you read.” the she reach the hands of the clock
Parker assistant. Margery Mills; are Mi£s Lawry, Mr Whiting and thc critics are once more complain- jefjrey Lynn. Alan Hale. Prank Mcentertainment. Dorothy Havener. Mr Nutter.
-h? that they are too real ... It is Hugh. and Dlck Foran j, a really TaU One smirked slightly. "You're to turn them. During this period
assistant. Mary Wotton; soliciting.
Members of this club are Priscilla just another cycle that will soon great fllm n u another hit picture much to gullible It's lucky ycu of reaching on the Short Ones
part, the TaU One ate a strawberry
Kathleen
Blackman.
assistant Brazier. Sylvia Hayes. Eleanour pass into oblivion just like the musi- which wil! please everyone who goes have a practical partner
Another little thing I came shortcake, enjoying it leisurely.
Grace Bowley; collecting. Barrett Porter. Barbara Murray. Priscilla cal films, the outdoor pictures, thc t0 Ke it A
cast an(j won.
Priscilla Brazier, junior is his as Jordan, assistant. William Atwell; McCaslin. Margaret Johnson. Carol slapstick comedies, and others
"According to your reading mat
Jcrfu! performances by everyone. A across." offered tlie Short One "If
sistant.
Her experience
one feels the need of a compliment ter.” said the Tall One as the Short
decora'im?
chairman last
Tor year
'the clean up. Parker Worrey. Jr . assis- Hall. Dorothy Peterson. Victoria
In looking back over 1939 it will go 3S Star-Lite attraction
as
nt. Anson Olds
Anastasio. Ruth Packard, Nathalie down ln the history of the mo 10
Jeanett? MacDonald—"A woman and no friend is forthcoming with Onc replaced the chair in Its proper
sophomore booth, together with re
• • • •
Edwards Madeline Munro. Ruth picture industry’
the Year of De- caR look
a mirror and see her- it one is apt to tall one something place, “we have worked four minutes
sponsible positions in the Press
overtime You said people lost their
n.ri.
An award of a b00* was «iven Nichols. Beatrice Benner, Gerry glamorizatkm . .
For years you:' #elf Bm she can>t $fe her vo|ce_ good about oneself Unquote.”
•e Club.' Outi
"Well,"—the Tall One was scowl taste for sweets after quarter of 12,
'
- P(rry thu
for lyplng Norton. Patricia Allen. Gordon Bur- favorite feminine star could go and she can>t hcgr R gs others d0
Athletic Association, and Debating 60words a minute for5 minutes, gess. Ritchie Linnell. John Guptlll. trough forest fires, a flood, a hurAnd all of the grooming, all of the ing—"you unpli^l we'd be mobbed I believe?'
Club, should well qualify her for with only one error.
Charles Libby. Everett Small, Wil- ricane' or anY other thrilling event beauty, all of the hours spent be by 10 30 and here It is nearer 11.30
"It is true," said the Short One.
her work.
“We shall lock up and go out for
• • • •
bur Dorr. Pern- Howard. Danny
oc,r'e throu«h without ewn ge‘- fore a mirror, can't make up for a And r.ot a customer yet."
• • • •
The Outing Club is today enjoy- Munro
Jones. BU1 Blcknel!. ting one little hair out of order or strident voice which grates upon
The sun had risen so that its lunch"
Junior H gh and all four classes Ing the facilities of the Snow Bowl. Sam
wullam Maclc and a winkle in her French gown .
rays fell across the center of
As the fwo walked along toward
the
nerves
of
all
who
may
hear
it."
of Senior High have selected their‘ with Miss Lawry as chaperone - Rlchard Risi _Ba:bara Murrav 1
sign on the wall behind the counter a restaurant, the Tall One suddenly
P^ied around as “ they
Doiothy
Lamour
after
battle
with
booths this week for Kippy Kami * 1 Lucy Munro
' were roughhouse comics or heavies.
No checks accepted.
said; "Do you know. I think we've
MAUREEN O'HARA is the
Marlene Dietrich was deglamorized 2Cth Century-Fox (which she won)
screen's colleen Cinderella, though val. The seniors, as usual, will have
Pay as you buy;
done real well our first morning.
Seniors will vote on their D A R Last year found those same glamor
s^ar °PP°?ite Tyrone Power in
by reason of birth and dramatic hot dogs, cold drinks, candy, and
Puplis in Miss Brown's room pre
Nothing on credit.
Neither of us had the urge to eat
training, she has every right to
cream; juniors, pop corn, ham- sented Wednesday morning's Junior candidate next week
for her role in "Destry Rides Again" 'Dance With thc Devil —and we
Not even a pie
our own wares and that must prove
the proud position she has at- .
.
.. _
__ ,. ...
___ ,
• • • •
I. . . Joan Crawford for her latest understand there'll be no sarong.
tained as the leading lady to burgers, shooting gal^ry.
and High assembly pregram, with Joyce
'Oive them time," chimed the that we're really business girls ln
Can
that
be
possible.
Warners
an
Well, it's happened at last! Thurs- | "Strange Cargo " .
Clark Gable In
Charles Laughton in “The Hunch- fudge; sophomores, grabs, country- Cumming as leader, and John EsShort Onc. "give them time." As our hearts.”
back of Notre Dame.” Her mother storp and dart game; freshmen corsio attending to tive curtain. The day night at Thcmaston. the Rock- the same film witli La Crawlord . ncun^r the stcry "The Letter" as the Tall Onc went in thc small room
The Short One sirued sweetly.
is
Rita
Fitz
Simons,
an
actress
of
a future picture for Bette Davis
Ireland’s1 famous Abbey'Theat re
lca roo,n and cookcd ,ood: Junior playing of March Mtlitaire" by iandJunior High boys took thetr .Alice Faye inHollywood Cavacadi
beyond for a stack of paper bags, "Only those who have conquered
LVamcr
a.e
contemplating
chang

Group. So Maureen comes natuHigh, side show, golf course, and shelby and Elaine Olendenning and first d?fcat of thc season, winding I
and even Greta Ganbo in "Nithe Short One deftly reached their temptation shall find success.
rally by her dramatic talent on check room
Sandra Hallowell, all seated at one up a fine record for league competi- 1 notchka” . . . All in all it was a great ing the type of James Cagney— toward the counter for a nutted Unquote."
making him more pleasanter. That
Du\)l^°^V merchant Cencouraged
Dan,el Munr°' **UOr “ genera* P*ano’ wa-s «^Pt>onaly well done tlon.
In onc Of the best played >«'
brownie end gnawed upon It sur
"I guess we ll make a go ol it all
her ambitions from an early age.
chairman of the booths His school and apprecitaed by the audience. A gamcs Of the season, the boys at
Micke> Rooney was the biggest >» « ^e movie-going public likes reptitiously. "Give them time,"
right.” thc Tall One said cheerfully.
‘ have been ‘busy ones^ sketch. "Twenty Years After,” was Thcmaston tacked up a 16 to 15 male attraction at the oox offices j ®nd accepts the idea.
She was sent to the Abbey Thea : days, so far
she repealed as rhe munched upon "Why. I'll bet by the end of the
tre School
for1- w
dramatic
training.
Attention.
Thev
thought
”imof her
there raembcr of ortheslra and ban<1 aE portrayed in an interesting man- score m thc closing seconds of the cf American theatres, according to
Attentio; Mickey Rocney: Your the nuts by halves.
week we won't have a thing left in
so well, in fact, that the dircc- f<=ur years, vice president of fresh- ner by
Havener. George Gold- hattle and then, with clever stall- the recent Hollywood Reporter poll popularity was the greatest in
The Tall Or.e. returning, said' our shoppe."
last year—and you rightly
torate screen-tested her and sent man class, treasurer of sophomore {arb
Ajton Drinkwater, Alvah ng and rice ball handling held
Tyrone Power. Spencer Tracy. America
"""
Til give them anything if they'll
"Ill bet not, too,” agreed the
wfs'^hown' ‘to LErichn'Pommer1 Cla£f' •oUciUn« chalrman of KiPPy Graves. Seward Dinsmore. Clifton ;helr Cr.e point lead until the final
AUtoT. a»d Errol Flynn fol- dsaerved it—but there are many pit give us some business. It's getting
Short One. “id say that before
falls ahead if you appear in too
Charles Laughton's partner in I Kamival when a Junior, assistant Hunt. Douglas Curtis. David Dorr, whistle The green suited boys from lowed in order for the year 1939
near dinner time and I'm getting half the week is over it might be
Mayflower Productions. He be- manager of Senior Class play, and Fliiton Hickman and Brian Grant Rockland Junior High played fine
Davis led all the wemen many pictures during 1949—no mat hungry."
came_ •^ enthusiastic^hat^he and member of Student Council this Acccrdian solos were rendered by ba„ really working the ball well, as the feminine star who drew tne ter how good you may be (and we
"It doesn t do to get hungry at
"I." said the Tell One, "wouldn't
Laughton sent for Maureen and
most money at your box office . . . are of the opinion that ycu are the thc wrong time in a place such as
straightway gave her the fem year. These activities should fit soverly Glendenning guest artist thcugh their defensive play was
really be surprised, would you?"
grandest
little
actor
on
the
screen)
Deanna Durbin. Alice Fave, Norma
inine lead opposite Laughton in him forjiis tasks at this year's Kar- frcm tbc gtb grade
we're running,
thc Short Onc
slightly off color. Capt. Allen. W.
"Upon my word, the Short Otic
Shearer and Sonia Henie followed the movie public will tire of you if
"Jamaica Inn.” When Laughton nival.
scolded, sliding the brownie quickly replied, "I wouldn't at all."
*
*
*
*
Bodman
and
Benner
were
brilliant.
was brought to America by
ycu make too many pictures.
Head monitor for the girls, Prls- bavjng a iot of tcugh luck with their in order.
into the haven of her apron pocket.
RKO Radio for “The Hunchback
—By Charles Emery
A student variety program, ar cilia Brazier, has chosen these as- shots yel
The surprise of the year was the
dcanly and breakof Notre Dame,” he persuaded the
“We’re ln need of another knife
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
studio to screen-test Miss O’Hara ranged by Miss Haskell, was pre sistants for thc following semester: ing very wej| in drjVes fOT tbe basket. drop of Shirley Temple from the
ln case any one should want romc
REAP ALL THE NEWS
for Esmeralda, and she won the sented at Tuesday s Senior High Dons Oatti. Maty Lamb. Evelyn N3W the league b ned tlire„ wgys_ number one position which she had
ot that ccconut taffy," thc Tall Onc
THEN BEAD ALL THE
role. Maureen has now been assembly with James Mculaisop as Willis. Dcrothy Fogg. Louise Seavey. Rockiand Camdrn and Thomason neld f°r thT*e coni*cutlv« J®®1-5- 11
placed under contract by RKO
„.rn‘2 and
, Th« IU no ' urpruse
your Hollywood
because of that performance, and chairman, and Dorothy Steams E;eanOur Porter, and Marguerite ha,.tn_
i"
‘ J.,,
correspondent because she is not
will star in “A Bill of Divorce leading devotions. These musical Mahoney.
WATER PIPES RENEWED
ment.” She has an Irish turn of selections were given:: vocal solo,
------ --so little any more and stories must
AND WIRED OUT
Can we get back in there now
speech—a trace of brogue, too, not "Chatterbox,” Evelyn Gray; saxanew be hand picked to fit the change
Head monitor for the boys. Clar
NEW SEWERS LAID
too noticeable but it’s there. And
and use our class for some wins? of her age. Site is growing up—and
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
she’s five feet-seven. That, she phone and clarinet duets, "South ence Butler, will have these assis- '
Ycu bet! Are we downhearted? We fast And 1940 will be the deciding
PLUGGED
says, is "because of the tall Lil- of the Border.” and "Beer Barrel, I tants
vo»v9. Irving McConchie, Donald :
Thc word year ln her screen career.
SEPTIC TANKS A CESSPOOLS
burns,” relatives on the maternal Polka” Edwin Jones and Charles Chaples. Almon Young. Donald guess not—no alibis.
. .....
AND CEMENT WORK
side.
....
. .
.
_
,. _
_ , „ , still Is “Lets Go Junior High!
"The Shop Around the Corner”
Libby: quartet,
The Moon of Cates. Donald Borgerson, Carl KalREPAIR CELLAR WALLS
starring Margaret Sulla',an, James
Manakoora," Elaine Aines. Mar- loch, and Arthur Brewer.
!
. • • .
guerite Mahoney. Shirlene McKin- ]
....
I Policemen for thc second seme*. Stewart. Frank Morgan, Sara HaAbout 25 pupils on the National ter will be Richards. Brown, Robert den, and Joseph Schildkraut is one
ney, and Mary Lamb; vocal solo,
TEL. 1167-R, ROCKLAND, ME.
Administration
received Chisholm. Richard A Brown. Wil- of the best flims wc'vc seen in a
The Old Refrain," Mary Anastasio; Youth
clarinet solo. "The Guitars." Charles checks of M50 eech this week, cov- liam Eact, Donald Roesnagle, Roger
Libby; vocal solo. ''Scatterbrain.” I*ring a month's work.
Conant, Richard Harris. Arthur
Schofield, Everett Small, Harold
Inna Thompson.
Accompanists
At a iecent meeting of all Sixth j Tollnan. Charles Weed, Charles Call.
were Geraldine Norton and Ruth
Degree members of thc Explorers chritty Adam.'-, Douglass McMahon.
Seabury.—Priscilla Brazier
The KevnoZe of our Business • • •
Club and its presiding officers, it was Vcrnon Studley Hmer Havcn„r,
V • • •
Without doubt, Benjamin Franklin,
Quarterly exams have been taken voted to purchase "The Goldminer^ Snow clarence Butler.
this week, and report cards will Treasury." a book needed for thc I Maynard Green. Donald Borger.-on.
if he were alive today, would advo
$6.65
4.50-21,
seventh degree. This will be bought Arthur Brewer. Herbert Ellingwood, ‘‘Serving You Better”
ai .»-------1
follow next week.
cate thrift just as strongly as he
NQTIOIKII
• • • •
by penny donation.*;.—Arthur Sulli Clarence deRochcmont, Malcolm,
7.45
5.00-20,
ever did. He would still say, “Waste
Assisting Principal Blaisdell in van
Ingraham, Dudley Harvey. Robert
Long ago, we learned it paid to serve our
Hirift not, want not.”
8.45 thc office this week were Maxine
5.25-17, 6 Ply,
Guptill, Perry Margcrson, Joe Page,
customers better. That’s why,when you buy
Mis.
Estlier
Rogers
attended
a
Can you figure out any honest way
Perry
and
Harriet
Wooster,
post
8.65
5.50-17,
Joe Anastasio, Bradford Ames. Irv
D&H Anthracite from us you gel more lhan
graduates, frcm the senior short luncheon and meeting of committee ing McConchie.
to have money in the bank without
9.45 hand class, and John Wiley, Lin members of the Combined Eastern
5 50-17, 6 Ply,
high quality coal. You also receive (he bene
depositing money in the bank? Un
• » * •
and Western Festival Association. 1
wood
Harmon.
Milton
Wooster,
fits of our complete heating service. W hy not
less you can, thrift remains your
7.85
5.50-16,
Victona Anastasio and Sylvia
Benedict Dowling. Richard Ham- ' held last Saturday at the home of
lake advantage of our experience and our desire
“best bet” docs it not?
Hayes
addressed
all
girls
in
the
8.25 lin. George Simmons, and Charles Mrs. Lilia Atherson. supervisor of
5.25-21, € Ply,
to serve. Call us today!
building
yesterday,
at
a
special
music in Waterville.
9.25 Pernald.
6.00-16,
meeting held In the auditorium,
• • • •
• • • •
Miss Anastasio and Miss Hayes who
At
a
resent
Junior
Class
meeting,
8.65
Members of the hockey squad this
6.00-17,
CALL 487
have been conscientious monitors
thsse
class
committees
were
chosen
year
are
Elmer
Lufkin,
Carl
Kalloch,
9.85
6.00-17, 6 Ply,
Elmer Small, John Emerson, John for Kippy Karnival: Entertainment, fer the first half year, gave instruc
11.85 Storer. Elmer Havener. George June Chatto and Mary Anastasio; tions to »11 girls regarding their re
6.50-19, 6 Ply,
519 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
Staples, William Buckminster, Sulo decorating, Grace Blethen; clean sponsibilities to the Incoming moni
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN
MOUNTED FREE
Salo. Owen Allen, Perry Howard, up, Harold Tohnan; shooting gal tors.
WARBEN
David Mazzeo. and Kenneth Post, lery. James Moulaison and Christy
Always think before you act, but THE FAVORITE PENNSYLVANIA HARD COAL
manager. Mr. Topping is again Adams; hamburgers, Naomi Rack
liffe; fudge, Mar.' Iamb; popcorn. don't think too long about an
coaching the boys.
s ( 1 « it w r 0 » a t 1 0
swering intersting classified offers
The first game was played with Lucille Connon,

A “Salty” Banquet

HOLLYWOOD

STAR-LUES

CAREER SWR7

NOW IS THE TIME!

What

would franklin

SAY ABOUT

S. E. EATON

REDUCTION

THRIFT

ON NEW

TODAY?

SNOW TIRES

Week

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

KNOX COUNTY
TRUST COMPANY
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Every-Other-Day

A Good Exhibit

TALK OF THE TOWN

Stuart C. Burgess is in Boston on
legal business.

Knox County Camera Club

THE WEATHER
Zero again this morning, but you
will not feel so badly about this long
cold spell after you liave read in
another column the story of what
happened in February 1934
By
comparison you will imagine your
self lying on the rocks at Oakland
Park, enjoying the refreshing sea
breezes. As it now looks you will
continue your ‘‘setting up” exercises
at the family furnace over the
weekend.

The amazing total of $1013 has
been paid out thus far in Rookland s
Swap for Cash contest.

Austin Richardson has an excelent position in the commissary de
partment of Miami's Hotel Bilt
more.

The executive board of thc Com
munity Building voted last night
not to lease the hall for roller polo.
Members indicate that they would
welcome a resumption of this highly
popular sport but that the Com
munity Building schedule for thc
remainder of the season would con
flict.

Maine has taken steps to equip its
state police with a two-way radio
system. Gov. Barrows and the Ex
ecutive Council have voted to ex
periment with the device at Augusta
headquarters and the Thomaston
Barracks, and authorized Chief
John W. Healy to accept the pro
posal of the National Youth Admin
istration to assemble and install thc
radios as a “work project ’ for N.Y,A.
students at Quoddy. Eastport.

Thc all electric kitchen assembled
on the stage in Masonic Temple, was
used to good advantage Thursday
afternoon, when Miss Ruth Cluff of
the Central Maine Power Company
Home Service Department, con
ducted the first cooking school of
tlie season. The new electric stove,
refrigerator and all thc handy
gadgets to make cooking easy, are a
joy to view as well as to use, a
dainty yellow background forming
a charming setting. Muss Cluff
gave a clever demonstration of pre
paring a meal, aud held Uie rapt
attention of 351 spectators, who ex
tended appreciation and praise. Thc
new quarters were greatly admired
by everyone present. The foods
given away were, chicken dinner and
vegetables, Mrs. Pauline McWil
liams, rolls, Florence Pike, Ice cream
Ruth C. Shaw, steamed pudding,
Mrs. Harold Karl, candy, Mrs Guy
Overlock of Rockport and peanuts,
Mrs. Geneva Richardson.
Dance at K. P. hall every Monday,
good music.—adv.
9*lt
Public beano Monday night Jan
22 at 7.30 at O.A.R. hall.—adv. 9-lt
Public supper at St. Peter's Church
Saturday 5 to 7 p. nr, sponsored by
Women's Auxiliary.—adv .
8-9

Rockland street residents join
with the family of Mr. and Mrs. A.
P. Snowman In regretting the death
yesterday of the canine guardian of
the area "Penny" whose gentle ways
had endeared him to all the past 14
years.*

FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
390,

781-1

or

731-11

110-112 LIMEROCK STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

Worked Hard—Mr. Lampinen’s List

ward Flag
Reverse

Funds collected by local Finnish
Rockland 37, Camden 31
Lobster stew, hot boiled lobster, people before the present Hoover ef
Buckland 19, Camden 26
steamed clams, and everything. fort arc to be listed in these columns.
Rockland
High boys added an
That should draw a full house at A splendid piece of work was done,
other
scalp
to
their line of victories
the Elks meeting Monday night.
assuring Knox County of a fine rec
ord in a most worthwhile endeavor. last night by taking Camden into
W. B. Holder of Cushing arrived
• • • •
camp 37 to 31. At the end of thc
in the city yesterday as custodian Previously acknowledged .... $998.50
of $21 earned by the Cushing Ladies United Co-op Farmers Inc..... 26.00 first quarter Camden was leading 10
to 7, and again at the half were still
Aid at a supper, and presented that
Mr. ar.d Mrs. E. Latva .......... 11.25
sum to the Finnish Relief Fund.
ahead 14 to 12. But the third stanza
E. Lalne .................................... 6.00
saw the Rockland boys sink seven
Belfast Journal: Samuel Adams 8vante Laaka ........................... 5.00
baskets and two foul shots while
has retired from his business of Jew Mr. and Mrs. A. Lalne....................... 4.00
Camden scored only two baskets and
eler, optician and music goods,
A. V. Orff....... . ........................ 2.00 one foul, bounding the home team
having disposed of his stock and
score up to 28 to Camden's 19. Cam
fixtures to Cleveland Sleeper of J. E. Bedell ............................ 2.00
den tried a comeback in the last
Rockland. He has been in business Matit Saastamolnen .............. 3.00
quarter, but were unable to hold
for 55 years.
George Erickson .................... 1.00
Coach Matheson’s crew down.
Walno Mattson ....................... 1.00
The Rockland girls met defeat,
Pourteen members of Battery E,
240th C. A., are making an excel Henry Erickson ....................... 1.00 26-19 by the Camden girls. The home
lent showing at basketball this win Mr. & Mrs. Oscar Johnson .... 1.00 team led ln the first two quarters,
ter, proud as Punch of their new W. B. Holder .......................... 1.00 the score at the half reading 13 to
100 11. The third quarter ended with the
uniforms. Sergeant Theodore Syl Harold Young
vester, who is manager of the out Austin Davis ........................... 1.00 lead in favor of Camden, 18 to 15,
fit, is anxious to hear from teams N. H. Young ........................ 1.00 and Rockland made only two floor
George Olson ».. -......
1.00 shots in the fourth, while the visitors
which will play at the Armory.
F. E. & F. A. Robinson ....... 1.00 sunk three baskets and two fouls.
Mr. & Mrs. G. R. Hoffses....... 1.00
The boys' scores:
FOR FINNISH RELIEF
Mr. & Mrs. E. G. Venner ..... 1.00
Rockland 37
Robert A Laaka ................ „.... 1.00
G.
F. Pts.
A community service for Finn
Fales Family .......................... 1.00 Heal, rf.................. 1
1
3
ish Relief will be held at Camden
Fred Kelleran........................... 1.00 Small, rf ............... 0
0
0
Opera House Sunday night at
Lester Lufkin .......................... 1.00 Butler, If ............... 3
1
7
7.10. The guest speaker will be
Neighborly Club ..................... 1.00 W'bach, c ............. 6
1
13
Dr. Anders M. Myhrman of Bates
Irving Latva i...............................
100 Harrington, c ...... 0
1
1
College. Special music and pre
.50 Cates, rg ............... e
Sulo Lalne ................
1
13
sentation of colors by the Legion.
Mrs. M. Niemi.............
50 Chaples, rg ........... 0
o
o
R. L. Wyllie ...............
.50 McConchie, lg ...... 0
0
0
The Knox County Medical Asso Mr. R. Kangas...........
.50
—
—
—
David Hyler, bellman at The
ciation dined at Uie Copper Kettle H. E. Smith ...........
50
Totals................. 16
5
37
Thorndike Hotel, is a one-gunman
Thursday night, having as guest Mr. A. H. Young ........
.50
Camden 31
at the present time, having sprained
speaker, Dr. John B. Homans, pro Mr. Eino Saari ..........
.50
G
his left wrist in a fall on the ice.
F. Pts.
fessor of surgery at Harvard and a Roderick Montgomery
.50 Wasgatt, rf............ 2
3
7
member
of
the
Peter
Bent
Brigham
L. F. Cunningham
Lieut. Governor Arthur F. Lamb
.50 M.Ulken, rt.................. 0
o
o
visited the Augusta Klwanis Club Hospital. Dr. Homans' subject was Mrs. H Porsbloom —
.50 Dearborn, If........
101
5
0
Tliursday noon, accompanied by “Thrombosis and Embolism." In L. 6. Hunt ................
50 Bartlett, If ............ 0
0
0
50 Marrlner, c.........
Sherman E Daniels and Stuart C. the afternoon he conducted a clinic. Herbert Spear _____
41
2
o
H. H. Hunt..................
Burgess.
Aylward.
c
............
0
1
1
Complaints have reached the
Oscar Young ...........
Boynton, rg ......
3
1
7
sheriff's
department
that
strang

The Arts and Crafts Socity will
Howard Rowell .........
.50 Dyer, lg ................. 0
2
2
hold an important meeting on Mon ers have been selling wood in the James Young ................................ 50 i
—
—
city
without
giving
proper
measure
_
day evening in the What-Not Shop.
Mattie Harper
.25
Totals ................. 12
7
31
John Peavey of Bangor will be the for the amount paid. Here is Sher Wilbur Harper
.25
Referee, Pellicani
iff
Ludwick's
advice:
Take
a
re

guest, and will give demonstrations
W. E. Davis ................................... 25
• • • •
ceipt for the amount of wood paid
in art metal-craft and pottery.
In
the
preliminary
game. Rockfor, and note the number of the
Total
$1,080.50 land jayvees defeated Camden jaytruck.
Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon, rector of
vees 17 to 12.
St. Peter's Episcopal Church, is able
CHARLES D. LINDSEY
Tne
semi-public
installation
of
to be down town for the first time
Lincoln 35, Rcckport 27
since his recent automobile acci Aurora Lodge, F.A.M. Wednesday
Funeral services for Charles D.
With a final score of 35 to 27 Lin
night
had
a
large
attendance,
and
dent. His condition was quite seri
Lindsey will be held at his late home coln Academy boys won over Rockous at one time, but he fortunately the program recently published in on Brewster street this afternoon
Kigh
another' ,'””c
seems to have escaped any ill ef this paper was carried out to the at 2 o'clock, Rev. J Charles Mac- game Friday night at Town hall
letter. Ralph P. Stahl of Waldo
fects.
Donald officiating. Interment will | gymnasium. Lincoln took an early
boro was the installing officer. Music
be in the Owl's Head cemetery.
lead in a rough and aggressive bat
Scott F. Kittredge, candidate for was furnished by a male quarter.
Mr. Lindsey, 69, had been cement tle. Rockport came back in the last
Collector of the Port of Portland,, A past master's Jewel was presented
.nill cptrator for the Portland Ce quarter scoring 14 points, but were
is consoling himself with the belief to Laurence C. Ferry, who has suc
ment company of Thomaston sme* not able to overtake their opponents'
that he stands at least a 50-53 cessfully directed the affairs of the
1928. and for many years a ma big lead. The score:
chance. The "nigger in the wood- Lodge the past year. The new wor
rine engineer. He was a native of
Lincoln
pile" at the present moment is the shipful master is Martin S. Graves,
Northport, son of Nathaniel and
O.
Pts.
possibility that Ex-Gov. Bran may whose administration gives much
Ellen Drinkwater Lindsey and had Weeks, rf......... ____ 7
3
17
conclude to accept the apolntment, promise.
lived in this city for more than CO Hatch, lg ..... _ .— 3
0
6
which everybody believes he could
years.
Cowan,
lg
......
----0
Blue
Bennet
Troop
Girl
Scouts
0
0
have.
He had lieen chief engineer of the Brewer, c ___ ...... 3
6
0
will hold a demonstration and Court
Features at Strand Theatre thc of Honor Monday night at 7.15 at steamers Catherine, Juliet and Page, c ............. . .... 0
1
1
coming week. Sunday. Monday and the Universalist vestry. The dem Monhegan of the Eastern Steam Ciuney, rg___
2
1
5
0
Tuesday, "Shop Around the Cor onstration will be over work taken ship lines, and for a time was pert Hilton, lg____ ___ 0
0
__
_
ner,” with Margaret Sullavan and In the Health and Safety and Home- engineer of the East Coast Fisheries
15
35
5
James Stewart; Wednesday and making fields and Miss Kneeland of company here. He was a member cf
Rockport
Thursday. "A Child Is Born,'' starr the Junior High School will give a the First Baptist Church.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Nettie
F. Pts.
G
ing Gerald Fitzgerald, Jeffry Lynn demonstration ln table setting and
0
2
and Gladys George; Friday and serving as a special feature. All in F. Lindsey, two sons, Allan C. Lind- Cavanaugh, rf .... ... 1
1
1
... 0
Saturday. ‘The Great Victor Her terested parents and friends, also sey of South Braintree, Mass., and Richards, rf
2
Arthur
W.
Lindsey
of
Camden,
and
Bums.
If
............
14
..
6
bert,' with Allan Jones and Mary- children if accompanied by an adult
by a daughter, Mrs. Ansel C. Saun Andrews, c
9
are invited. Captain Trask requests
Martin.
ders
of
this
city.
Also
surviving
are
Hall,
c
0
all Scouts to be present at 6 o'clock.
a brother, Fred C. Lindsey, Sr., of Whittier, c
0
BORN
Those having private Patrol rehear
Corea,
and
two
sisters,
Mrs.
Emnia
0
Hare,
rg
......
Moran At Rockland. Jan 19. to Mr, sals at 5 o'clock sharp.
and Mrs Raymond Moran, a son—Pat
0
Carver and Mrs Evel.vn Boynton ol Barrows, lg
rick Earle.
1
Lowell,
Mass
,
12
grandchildren
and
Turner.
Is
............
0
Edwin Libby Relief Corps met
Thursday night, supper being su four great grandchildren.
MARRIED
27
11
Bowlev-Lunden—At Dry Ridge Ky. pervised by Mrs. Beulah Larrabee,
Nov. 19. Lorin Bowley. formerly of
'I
hear
you
give
your
little
boy
a
chaiirman.
Mrs.
Liizzie
Peaslee
and
Rcckland. and Miss Ellen Liinden, for
Spiritualist meeting at O A R hall
merly of West Rockport
Mrs. Nellie Hall. Thc new officers quarter every week for good be
Sunday, Jan. 22 at 2 and 7.30 p. m.,
in white evening gowns, occupied the havior, Ignatz."
DIED
'Sure, but I fool him. I told him lecturer and message bearer, H.
chairs
and
did
tthc
work
at
the
Soule—At Rockland. Jan. 19. Mary
Susan. wife of William F. Boule. aged business session. Mrs. Doris Ames, the gas meter was a little bank IJ Esten Boardman of Jefferson, Me.,
42 years. 7 (months. 16 days
Funeral
8'9
i and Washington, D. C.
patriotic instructor gave out ques bought him."
Sunday at 2 o'clock from residence. 28
Winter street.
Mulligan—At Waldoboro. Jan
18.
John Mulligan, aged 79 years Funeral
Saturday at 2 o'clock from Waltz fu
neral home.
Interment ln Shuman
cemetery

IN MEMORIAM
In memory of Bonus A. Morse who
entered Into rest Jan 21, 1938
"Sleep on. dear one, until the waking
day.
And ever we. who loved thy presence
here.
Will keep for thee, through changes
manifold.
A tender memory growing with thc
years."
•
Wife and Chlldren

CARD OF THANKS
Wc wish to express our appreciation
and gratitude to all who have been so
kind during Curtis' recent illness and
In particular to Dr. and Mrs Boustteld.
Rev H F Husc. and the members of
the church and schools.
Mr and Mrs. Leslie Dickey. Curtis
Dickey
*
North Haven.

tions and appointed Mrs. Eliza
Plummer and Mrs. Ida Huntley to
take charge of the programs for the
remainder of the month. The sup
per next Thursday will be directed
by Mrs. Maude Cables

CRUISING IS A GAY UFE

Beano at I.OOF hall Tuesday at
2.15 p. m.—adv.

Commencing JANUARY 20th
AND CONTINUE UNTIL SOLD
Papers suitable for all rooms, Bands and Borders to match, all Suntested and
washable.
35c to 50c PAPERS................... 15c
VARNISHED TILES................ 20c
15c to 35c PAPERS................... 10c
WAXED PAPERS.....................
15c
10c to 12V2C PAPERS.............. 08c
200 Bundles...... at a Very Low Price

C. M. BLAKE’S WALL-PAPER STORE
662 MAIN STREET,

put on. The life is more than meat,
and the body is'more than raiment."
(Luke 12:22-23).

With The Bowlers
SERMONETTE

Isaiah and the New Year
By thc time this article is in
print, readers will be well into
the New Year, and a new decade.
Ood grant It may be a happier
ten years, for those who live
through it, than the past ten.
Those who are now on the down
side of life know how much help
God gives to those who commit
to Him their souls.
The question is, how far can
that knowledge be extended to
others, younger it may be, who
do not realize that fact of life?
Religion is more than the
church; it concerns the indi
vidual. It is most practical;
deadly so, and cannot be laughed
off or tossed a-'de with indif
ference. Many things absorb
cne dally —job. or lack of one,
home, affairs, pleasures and sor
rows.
All these things are important,
no end, yet they are but the in
cidents to every life. No one has
ever Uved but encountered these
problems, whether rich or poor
educated or ignorant and solved
them, either for good or 1.1; but
they are not vital. The salvation
of one's soul is the important
thing for any person. There is
no mass salvation of souls.
Isaiah asked two personal ant'
Important questions: "Wherefore
do ye spend money for that
which is not bread? and your
labor for that which satisfleth
not?" Ood calls in 1940. “in
cline your ear and come unto
me, hear, and your soul shall
live." That is important.
—William A. Holman

When the dishes had been cleared
away at the Star Alleys It was found
that Rockland had defeated Waldo
boro by nigh onto a hundred pins.
I
This was no fault of Genthner’s, for
Plan," There will be a selection by
the choir. Prayer meeting Tuesday ; the Waldoboro ace had high single
(134) and a nice high total. Hobbs
evening at 750. The Ladies' Aid
led the winning forces with five
meets Wednesday evening with Mrs.
century strings.
Vivian Lord.
Rockland
"Life" Is the subject of the Les Roes.......... 96 101 104 98 91—492
son-Sermon to be read in all Chris Hobbs ....... 127 101 104 106 101—533
tian Science Churches throughout McKinney 113 63 106 95 108—515
the world on Jan. 21. The Oolden Carr ----- 89 118 90 105 98—510
Text Is: "Tills Is tlie record, that Johnson ... 117 119 114 103 95—548
548 532 518 507 493-2598
God hath given to us eternal life, I
and this Ufe is in his Sen" (I John
Waldoboro
5:11). The citations from the Bible Colwell
91 83 89 82 88—438
include thc following passages: "And Oenthner 134 135 88 120 112—559
he said unto his disciples, There- d. Benner 103 95 97 94 84—473
fore I say unto you. Take no thought M Wink
94 101 103 116 100—514
for your life, what ye shall eat; Smith
109 102 96 114 96—516
neither for the body, what ye shall
531 491 472 526 480-250C

meets at 11.45; the Junior C. E. at
5 and the Senior C. E. at 6; praise
service and sermon at 7.15, the topic
being "Tlie Unfolding of God’s

NEW YORK, Jan. 17—(Special)
—Growing out of a nation-wide
demand for a date when thc
American people can demonstrate
lheir sympathy for the refugees
of invaded Finland, Herbert
Hoover, national chairman of the
Finnish Relief Fund, today an
nounced the week of February 4
as "Help Finland Week.”
Hundreds of benefit events,
from brilliant social affairs to
boxing matches, have been sched
uled for "Help Finland Week" by
chairmen of the 48 state committ( is. the District of Columbia
committee and by committees in
distant, tropical Hawaii and ice
bound Alaska, the former presi
dent said
The nation's motion picture
theaters are placing their facili
ties at the disposal of the drive
and will set aside two days early
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal) next month as Finnish collection
days.

a

School children, too, have vol
unteered to help underclad and
hungry Finnish children by bring
ing a penny for each member of
Herbert Hoover
the family to school during “Help
On Ihe labor front the drive is
Finland Week"
Sports writers, under the dircc headed by William Green and
tion of a committee headed by Matthew Woll, president and vice
Joe Williams, Scripps-Howard: president respectively of the
sports editor and columnist, are, American Federation of Labor,
working with local and national and other labor leaders. Dr. Alcxpromoters to set up wrestling, | ander S. Lipsett. director of the
boxing, tennis, track and hockey National Labor Organizations Dimatches for thc benefit of thc I vision of thc Fund, said that apFund
proximately 50,000 local labor
With Helen Hayes as chairman, unions have been asked to set
a committee of noted stage and up committees to raise funds
screen stars have set $500,000 as a from the nation's 8,000,000 or
goal, which will be raised through ganized workers.
i> series of personal appearances
Meanwhile, state and local com
nnd benefit performances through mittees have planned dances,
out the country Such stars as horseshows. hunt breakfasts, skat
Paul Muni, Katherine Hepburn ing and skiing exhibitions, art
and,Tallulah Bankhead are work- auctions, cabaret shows, amateur

at 9.30; Holy Eucharist at 10.30.
• • • •
At the Congregational Church the
unified service cf public worship
and church school is at 1030 a. m.
and the theme of the sermon by
Rev Corwin H. Olds will be "When
A Man Makes a Vow.” Comrades of
thc Way will meet ln the vestry at
6 30 p. m„ and plans will be com
pleted for the visit to South Thom
aston on Jan. 28.
• • • • '
Services at Rockland Methodist
Church tomorrow will Include 9.30,
Men's Bible Class; 12.00, Baraca
Class; 12.00 Sunday School, all de
partments; 6, Young People's meet- ing with Miss Hayes to set up shows and scores of other events
shows
1 to raise funds lor the drive.
lng; 10 30' morning worship, sermon
subect, "Wc Must Be Changed;";
7 to 8, evening worship, gospel song
service and brief address by pas
tor, ' Doing One Thing Well," Tues
day 7 to 8, mid-week service of
prayer.
• • • •
It will be National Young People's I
Day Sunday at the Universalist '
Church at 10.45. Young people in j
the YF.C.U will conduct thc service |
ONE OR TWO-PIECE
with 20 voices augmenting the quar
tet choir. Brief sermons will be'
BEAUTIFULLY
given by (Mlles Sawyer and Lucille !
Stanley. Church school meets at
DRY CLEANSED
noon; Mrs. Glover's class at her resi
dence; Kindergarten for small chll- '
CAREFULLY
dren during the morning service;
Young People’s Christian Union in
PRESSED
the church parlor at 7 p. m.
• • • •
LOW PRICES ON OTHER GARMENTS
Sunday is to be the opening day
FREE CALL AND DELIVERY SERVICE
of the evangelistic campaign to be
held in the First Baptist Church
from Jan. 21 to Feb. 4. The Bonney
Workers will be on hand for the j
opening session at 110.30. Tlie church
school will be held at noon. The
Christian Endeavor Inspiration hour
Neatly Laundered
' will open at 6.15. A great evangelis-1
tic service with Rev. Gerald Bonney
directing will open at 7.15. Special
music will be rendered by a chorus
choir and by Mr. Bonney. Mrs. Bon
When sent with flat work bundle at 7 cents a pound
ney will preach. There will be serv
Ask us about our Special Rates for Family Waahing
ices every evening at 7.30. Children's
meetings every afternoon at 3.45.

DRY CLEANING SPECIAL

LAUNDRY SPECIAL

SHIRTS

ft

only 10c each

Ambulance Service

• • • ♦

Warren,

“Help Finland Week'” Set
By Hoover as Drive Peak

2 for $1.00

WnY NOT ADVERTISE LN
THE COURIER-GAZETTE

A

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to express our slnc?re ap
preciation to neighbors and friends for
their many acts of klndneas during the
loss of our little onc. We also wish
to thank all who sent the lovely flowers
and remembered us with cards of sym
pathy.
Mr and Mr3. John Durrell and family

ROCKLAND, MAINE

NORTHEND

59c

How will thc Dionne Quintuplets
develop when their care is trans
ferred to their parents? Watch
their progress in the Exclusive, Hew
Pictures Now Appearing Every Week
in the Boston Sunday Advertiser.
9*lt

9

15,000 ROLLS TO BE SOLD

DRESSES

CARD OF THANKS

Wc are very appreciative of the many
thoughtful arts of kindness extended
us by neighbors and friends during our
bereavement Wc wish to thank all
who sent floral tributes and are es
pecially grateful to Dr. Benjamin F
Keller and Rev. William S Stackhouse
I for their faithful attendance during the
' Illness and death of our father Our
thanks are also tendered to the Jolly
Juniors who remembered him with
box of fruit during his Illness
Mr and Mrs. Fred Hoyt. Mr and
Mrs Merrill Hughes, Charles Hughes.
Mr and Mrs. Charles E Lawrence.
Warren.

OUR ANNUAL WALL-PAPER SALE

Girls Meet

Since the days of our great grand
parents when enlarged pictures of
our noble ancestors were hung In
a conspicuous place, to be admired,
photography has been making rapid
strides, but the exhibit now being
conducted by The Knox County
Camera Club at Community Build
ing is surely far above “amateur",
About 150 mounted prints are dis
played, 45 of them being the work of
the local club. Among tlie out of
town clubs are University of Maine
Camera Club, Fotocraft Club of
Bangor and Utica Club of New York.
A special feature is shown in the
colored transparencies, or colored
slides, which are most interesting.
Others include marine views, with
scenes of boats, turf and fishing
traps; summer and winter woods
scenery, portraiture table-top pho
tography, industrial photos, charac
ter studies and action shots. The
different subject are characterized
in attractive doorways, animals,
moonlight on the water, gulls, child
ren. lighthouses, roads and a beau
tiful photo of “Montpelier". A few
have high gloss finish.
The officers, president, Richard
Bird; vice president, Ernest Black
ington; secretary, William Cross;
and treasurer. Osgood Gilbert, with
the other 21 members surely de
serve credit for this, their first
annual exhibit.

Thc Chamber of Commerce has a
membership application from RacklifT & Witham.

BURPEE’S

Basketball Battles

A. Alan Grossman went yesterday Local Finnish People Have Rockland Boys Headed To-

Demonstrates Advances to New York, where he will try a
case in Federal Court. He will re
In Photography
turn Wednesday
Jan 21—Camden—Community service
for Finnish Relief at Opera House
Jan 21-Feb. 4—Evangelistic services
by the Bonney Workers at the First
Baptist Church.
Jan. 22 Municipal officers' conven
tion at the Community Building
Jan 23 — Thomaston — Musloale at
Mrs John A McEvoy's.
Jan. 24—Membership meeting
of
Knox County Fish and Oame Associa
tion ln the Congregational vestry.
Thomaston.
Jan. 25—Camden—Concert by High
School band and orchestra at Opera
House
Jan. 26—< Basketball 1 Lincoln Acad
emy vs. Rockland High School boys
girls at Community Building
Jan. 26—Tenants Harbor -Semi-pub
lic Installation of Naomi Chapter. O ES
Jan 27—Thomaston—Williams-Brazier
benefit Finnish Relief at Watts hall
Jan 30—President's Birthday Ball at
Community Bldg.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day
Feb. 5—City government meeting.
Feb 7—Ash Wednesday.
Feb 6—Thomaston Pythian Centen
nial celebration at Watts hall
Feb 8—Benefit dance and beano for
the Madeline <t Flora families, at the
Community Building
Feb. 12—Klwanis Charter and Ladles'
Night at Hotel Rockland.
Feb. 15-Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men's League
Feb. 15-16—Junior class play, "Pro
fessor, How Could You ”
Feb 15-16—Rockland High School
Kippy Karnlval.
Peb 16-18—Camden—Outing Club's
annual winter carnival at the Snow
Bowl
Feb 23--Warren—High School Min
strel Show.

Gave To Cause

Page Three

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

happy group of travelera watch a faat (?) turtle race on the sports
deck of the S 8 Kent bound for Naeaau, in the Bahamas. Operated by the
Merchants and Miners Transportation Company, the S S Kent provides
luxury overnight passenger tervise between Miami and Naeaau. Because
of Ita International reputation and Ita position well within the neutral
zone of the Western Hemisphere Naeaau It enjoying unutuel popularity

with American traveler! thia yylnllO

.„

---------------

— ---------

"The Ministry of thc Holy Spirit"
will be the sermon topic by Rev.
Charles A. Marstaller at the Little
field Memorial Church Sunday morn ing at 10.30. There will be a solo by
Vernon Giles. The church school

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
TEL
170

17 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND

TEL.
170

Every-OtKer-Day
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Fred Dean of Camden lias effected Ihe time Oeorge Starrett was su
the sale of the Stephen Comery pervisor of this district.
WARREN
property, the buyer being William
He leaves two sons Charles of
zx zx Z\ zx
E Thome of Waldoboro.
Union, Merrill of New York City;
MRS. LOUISE MIIJJ24
ALENA L. STARRETT
At the recent annual meeting of two daughters, Mrs. Fred Hoyt and
Correspondent
Correspondent
the Union Farmers' Co-operative Mrs. Charles Lawrence of this
AAAA
££AA
Trading Club, these officers were place; four grandchildren, Merrill
Tel. 37
Tel «
elected: President, A. T. Olson of Keene of Bath, Merrill Hughes of
Union; vice president, Anton Rlutta New York City, Miss Maxine Bailey felt
St. George Lodge, F.A.M. will be of North Warren; secretary. William of Whitefield, and Miss Madeline
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Robbins of
Thcmaston were callers Sunday at inspected Monday night by DD. Pekkanen of Union; treasurer. Ed Wright of Oardiner, and one greatBy ABNER GORDON
G M Ralph P. Stahi of Waldoboro. ward Latva of Cushing; directors, grandson; one sister, Mrs. Emma
the home of Mis Jennie Benner.
ITH spring painting already be
Verrill of Mapleton and brother, ,
WNU blRVICt
Edward
Latva
of
Cushing,
Anton
Rl

COPYRIGHT
Mr and Mrs. Gregory McDonald Officers recently elected by Cres
ing planned by far-sighted homeCharles of Milo.
daughter. She found her mother
CHAPTER V
of
Head T.de we:e guests Thursday cent Temple. P S. are: Past chief. utta of North Warren. A. T. Olson
owners, news comes from the paint
dead, and the telephone was out of
• • • •
of
Union
and
(Henry
lives
Jr.,
of
industry of the marketing at pure
cf Mr Oracia Libby and Mias Clara Miss Doris Hyler; most excellent
Clint swung the car off the main order on account of the shower, so
ready-mixed white lead paint in col
Patriotic Order Installs
chief, Mrs. Mildred Gammon; ex Waldoboro; to stand as directors,
Gay
thoroughfare. “This is the road,” she ran to get the doctor.” He
Uno J. Laiho and William Anttila
Dressed ln (Colonial costume, an ors.
cellent
senior,
Miss
Doris
Bowley;
grinned.
“
I
didn't
know
she
made
he said. “I'U show you.”
It means that those who do not wish
Mrs. Herbert Mank and Mrs. Ida
of Warren, and William (Pekkanen effective foil for the beautiful flags to reduce white lead paste to paint
And he drove more slowly, study the trip in her nightie,” he ad
were Rockland visitorsI excellent junior. Mrs Abbie 6trkIngraham
of
Union.
William
Anttila
was
used in the work, officers were ca consistency now may purchase the
ing the way. Woodlands shut them mitted. “They're a queer lot up
I ney; manager, Mrs. Shirley Bowley;
Tuesday.
ready-mixed product ln a growing
in on either side before he stopped there, and she's as queer as the
mistress of records and correspond named representative to the head pably installed Wednesday at E. A number of localities throughout the
Mrs. William Flint entertained
at last, where there was a path, and rest of them.”
quarters
in
Fitchburk.
Mass.
SUrrett, S.U.V., by Mrs. Edith Wylie, United States. Heretofore “old reli
ence. Mrs. Mabel Mills; mistress of
a house among the trees.
"They re that way about everythe Bridge Club Thursday night.
Funeral services for John Mani- assisted by Mrs. Shirley Bowley and able" white lead was, for the most
finance,
Mrs.
Mary
Reynolds;
pro

“This is where I let her out,” thing," Inspector Heale insisted.
These playing were Mrs. Bessie
part, available only ln paste form, to
tector, Miss Cora Robinson; guard, nen who died suddenly in Rockland Mrs. Nora Stickney as guides, Mrs. be mixed on the Job with linseed oil
“You take electric lights. Hurder J
he explained.
Kuhn.
Miss
Marcia
Blaney,
Mrs.
Laura
Seavey
and
Mrs.
Flora
Pea

Mrs. Mildred Starrett. The date Wednesday will be held Monday at
and then tinted to taste.
Tope nodded, looking toward the put them in his house, here a few
Wiliis Crowell, Mrs. William Labe. of installation will be announced.
2 o'clock at the Russell funeral body as color guards, and Mrs. Clara
This is one of the most Important
house. “Probably Doctor Cabler years back; and then the others
Mrs Arthur Brown. Mrs. Lawrence
reported by the paint In
lives there,” he suggested. “How hooked his meter, to save meter de
These officers have been elected: home here, with Rev. L. Clark , Lermond as chaplain. Music for advances
posits. The light company kicked,
I the marching was furnished by Mr. dustry in years.
Weston and Mis. Kenneth Weston in Georges Rver Lodge, K. P French officiating.
far had she ridden with you?”
The ready-mixed product now Is be
“I was coming down this hill,” but those folks on the Hill, they
Mrs Benjamin Giidden of Mel- ' chancellor commander, Herbert L.
Mrs. Everett Cunningham and and Mrs. Roland Berry, violin and ing distributed from such key centers
mostly
get
their
own
way
when
Clint explained, and he drove on.
rose. Mass. ts visiting at the home Kenniston; vice chancellor, John ' Mrs. Edwin Nash were guests Tues- piano; and Harold Overlock, drums as Philadelphia, Boston. Cleveland,
they want it. Old Mrs. Bowdon—
The officers are: President, Mrs. St. Louis. Chicago. Richmond and
Anderson. prelate, Everett Hastings; I day of Dr. and Mrs. George Coombs
of A. E. Olidden.
she’s seventy if she's a day—you
Milwaukee in ever increasing quanti
Augusta
Moon; vice president. Mrs. ties to take care of spring painting
can argue with her till you're blind
Phyip Hutchins has employment master of work, Curtis C. Starrett; I in Waldoboro.
and she don't give an inch.
Miss Ruby Starrett, Ernest Star Ruby Allen: trustees, Mrs. Edith needs
keeper of the records and seal, Her
in Lewiston.
Home-owners who have been ac
"And Mrs. Taine's as bad." Heale
rett
Jr., and Willis Moody Jr., at Spear, Mrs. Mabel Mills, Mrs. Alice customed
beit
K.
Thomas;
master
of
finance.
Guy Abbotoni of Boston is spend
to thinking of white lead
continued. "She’s one of these
Peabody;
secretary.
Mrs.
Edna
Jones;
Jesse Mills; master of exchequer, [ tended the funeral services Friday
as being exclusively white, now can
ing a few days at hts heme here.
thin, stringy women in a black
George E Gray; master at arms, j in South Waldoboro for James F treasurer, Miss Ida Stevens; patri visualize it tn colors and in addition
dress; and she talks in a kind of
Inland Starrett; Inner guard, j Richards, grandfather of Miss Star otic instructor, Mrs. Minerva Mar have the assurance of beauty and
whisper as if butter wouldn't melt in
durability generally associated with
Joint Grange Installation
her mouth. She can strip the hide off
(Joseph Stickney; outer guard, Clar- rett. and her brother Ernest, who shall; chaplain, Mrs. Mabel Mills; white lead paint.
guide,
Mrs.
Shirley
Bowley;
assist
•
you ancf never raise her voice. She's
Mc nahga and Progressive Grange ence peabody; trustee for three died suddenly Jan. 9.
For the painter, tinting white lead
a worker, too. She'll put on over
...laiion ot t fficers at vears Joseph H. Stickney; re preMembers of the Baptist Church ant guide, Mrs. Alice Peabody; color Is a convenient process—colors in oil
are added to achieve any de
alls and go right at it. Do any
Prop*' ■ Grange hall \\< iliu-.'day |Sentatives to the Grand Lodge. circle, and associated bodies and guards. Mrs. Alice Gray, Mrs. Ruth simply
sired shade or color.
thing. For instance, she wired her
'n;ght
Perry;
inside
guard,
Mrs.
Abbie
For the home-owner, who may not
Frank Linekin and Laforest Mank. also members of the Congregational
own house and Bowdon's, and
E Carro., Etane, State Overseer
date t,as j)een set jor
Church and parish, and friends are Stickney; outside guard. Mrs. May care to tint to the exact color he has
hooked up the wires in Hurder's
and hts assistants installed these tion
invited to the tea to be given at the Rokes; press correspondent, Mrs.' In mind for paint styling or decora
cellar. If I didn't know they had
Peabody; past president, Mrs tive purposes, the new manufacturing
money. I'd think they didn't have
officers for Meenahga Orange:
A four-generation group assem- Montgomery rooms at 2 o’clock Flora
_
_
.......
1 development of pure white lead in
Edith
Spear,
pianist, Mrs Ina Over- colors will be an advantageous one.
a cent, the way she works all the
Ma-ter, R chard Gerry; overseer, med for a family dinner party last next Tuesday in honor of Mrs. Wil
____________
time."
. Alton Winchenbach; lecturer, Ma- Saturday at the home of Mr. and liam Stackhouse.
The Baptist lock.
Clint began: “Miss Leaford—”
The program arranged by Mrs
i delyn Gcnthner; steward. Emest Mrs. Mansfield Robinson, in honor Ladies' Circle has charge of the ar
GROSS
NECK
The Inspector said guardedly:
If the weather is Shirley Bowley and Mrs. Alice Pea
B« . - chaplain. Mildred Duswald; of Mr. Robinson's 85th birthday. rangements.
“Why, she might be all right, for
(To Be Continued)
treasurer. Mrs. Louise Jackson; as- Present were Mr. and Mrs. M. R. stormy the tea will be given Wed- body included community singing o' | Mrs Charles Morse of the village
all I know. She's always slipping
sistant steward, Merrill Standish; Robinson. Mr. and Mrs. Earl Rob- nesda>' afternoon at the same hour, the song "God (Bless the O. AR.;", visited Tuesday with her parents
around through the woods, alone,
CUSHING
like a wild animal; and she never
B°th Brou’» of the Happy-8°- soprano solos by Raychel Emerson. Mr and Mrs Prank Simmons.
secretary, Martha Genthner; Ceres, inson, Mr. and Mrs Lewis Robinson
speaks to you. Passes you right
Mr and Mrs Wa;ter Eugley and
I
luckies
4-H Club will meet at the "In a Little Town Nearby." “Smilin'
Coinne
Gerry;
Pomona.
Nettie
and son Philip, Mr. and Mrs Arnson
Mrs. Charles E Prior
by-”
McClellan Eugley of
homes of the leaders Tuesday after Through," “My Laddie" and 'Drink
Winchenbach;
Flora.
Isadore
Hofold
Robinson
and
children
Valerie,
Someone knocked on the door, and George of Medfield. Mass returnei
noon
after
school.
"Potatoes
In
To
Me
Only
With
Thine
Eyes,"
with
were callers Sunday ln this
he called an invitation. “Hello, Thursday after spending a few days res; lady assistant steward Madelyn and Oary, and Mrs. Viola Durgin. Many Ways" will be the subject for -Mrs Roland Berry accompanist, for Augusta
p',a°e'
Doe!” he exclaimed then, rising to with Mr. and Mrs. Freder ck Nerd, Howell; gate-keeper. James Wm- Among the many gifts which Mr
make introductions. “Tope, this is Mrs. Prior was called hei e by the chenbach; member of executive Robinson received were two birthday the senior group. Joyce Halligan ^e flrst three numbers, and Mr
Melvin Genthner Jr! visited Sat
Under the pretext of inspecting
Doctor Derrie, our medical exam
> ommittee Ralph Winchenbach.
cakes, one from his daughter, Mrs. of the junior group will give a dem- i and ^rs Berry for the final number; urday with James Winchenbach in
death of Walter Strout.
the tires, Clint looked attentively
onstration of patching to the 6ew- Piano solos, "Valse" and Chopin's
iner out here. And this is Mr.
Officers for Progressive Grange Hugh Blodgett, in Westfield, N. J.,
West Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Carter of
at the three houses.
Jervies. Doc. He gave Miss Lea
ing girls, and Lois Norwood will give • "Prelude," by Dr. Judson P. Lord;
ar
Master.
Raymond
Jackson;
and
the
other
from
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Camden
were
callers
Wednesday
on
Maynard Winchenbach of Dutch
a muffin making demonstration to f readings by Miss Ida Stevens. “Uncle
said presently: “It must have been ford a lift, on her way to get Doc
o'.-. : -ecr. Philip Hutchins: lecturer. Benjamin Starrett.
Mr. Robinson
tor
Cabler,
last
night.
”
friends
in
town.
the
cooking
and
house-keeping
Josh
and
Hls
Bicycle
”
"and
-What
Neck
was recent overnight guest of
along here somewhere that I over
Doctor Derrie looked at Clint with
Alden Chapies has been called Maude Greenlaw; steward, Earl lias always resided In the Robin- girls
the Man Had Red;" a patriotic skit j his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Wiltook her.”
Tope commented: “No houses a sidelong eye. “I’ve just been talk to Clark Island by the illness of ills Day: chaplain, Carrie Day; trea- son homestead, which was built by
Mr and Mrs. K. F. Wight are j on the composition of the "Star liam Gross.
ing to Miss Leaford," he remarked. brother.
surer. Rcland Creamer; assistant his grandfather 132 years ago.
anywhere near.”
Mrs John Simmons and Miss
spending
the rest of the winter with Spangled Banner.” in which Robert
He
was
not
much
older
than
Clint.
"They’re on top of the hill,” Clint
Funeral services for Walter S steward. Thomas Bragg; aecretary, across the road from the original
Wyllie, Joyce Halligan and Herbeit! Annie Dunnan are visiting relatives.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fessendeen
Wight
“
Where?
”
Clint
asked,
on
his
feet
replied. He put the car swiftly up
Strout were held Wednesday at the Robert Fa.rbrother; Ceres. Edna house built on the lot deeded ln
and Mrs. Martha Graham in Cam Moon took part, and which had been in Rockland.
the grade and the three houses instantly.
"At the house.” the Medical Ex Russell Funeral Home in Rockland Jack-on; Pomona. Kathleen Lally; 1736 to Dr Moses Robinson, when bridge, Mass.
coached by Mrs. Ethel Oriffin. teach- , Mrs Ernest Eugley and children
came into view.
F ora. Alice Simmons; lady assis- this town »’as first settled. Mans- 1
have been recent guests of Mr. and
Tope said, in a low tone as though aminer explained. “I went up with Mr Strout was a resident of this
The Boy Scout troop will meet at er at the intermediate school
Mrs. Moor., the newly installed Mrs. James Stewart at Broad Cove,
he might be overheard: “Drive , Doctor Cabler. She was the last one town but since September had bten tan' steward, Eeatrice Bagley; gate- field Robinson is sixth generation i 6.30 Tuesday at the Congregational
to see her mother alive, and she at the home of Mr. and Mrs Thomas keepsr. Geo:ge Greenlaw; member in direct descent from Dr. Robinslowly, Clint.”
president. In behalf of the Auxiliary
Elbridge Simmons and Mrs. 141, parsonage.
, was the one to find Mrs. Leaford
1 of executive committee, Lincoln son, who lies buried in the old Pres
"I’ll stop,” Clint amended. He '
Carter ln Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Boggs are, presented a gift to Mrs. Wylie, the ]jan
of Rockland were callers
I dead. So I had to talk to her.”
byterian Cemetery by the river. The occupying their newly built homet installing officer. Mrs Wylie ex- Tuesday at John Simmons,
pulled up the car beside the road, i
The
others
nodded,
and
Inspector
and got out, under pretext of in- 1
property has been in the hands opposite the Otis Anderson place | Pressed appreciation to her aides in
Mrs. Eldora Gross visited Sunday
AT THE PARK SUNDAY-MONDAY
specting the tires: but at the same Heale asked: "Find out anything.
of one family for over 200 years.
Doc?
What
do
you
think?
”
with Mr. and Mrs Eben Wallace at
Their house-hold furnishings were the installation.
time, under the brim of his hal,_he
Mr am Mrs. William Partridge
In the attendance of 150 were Mrs. Dutch Neck.
Doctor Derrie replied, a little
brought Monday from Brooklyn,
looked attentively at these three
and daughter, Gail, were recent
CISCO KID AND HIS LADY
houses by the road. So did Tope and pompously. "Mrs. Leaford had a
N. Y„ where they had been stored. Lillian Lincoln of Camden, past de
headache when she went to bed. and
guests of Mr and Mrs Ashley Part
partment president of the G.A.R.,
Miss Moss too.
Ol'T IX THE RALN
ridge in Scarboro.
There was an undertaker's gar | took some tablets,” he explained.
and Hall Carroll of Camden, com
(For The Courier -Gazette 1
Shirley A. Durrell
1
"One
of
the
barbituric
acids,
”
he
land attached to the door of the
The E. A Strout Realty Agency,
An old man walking
The community was shocked to mander of the Oeorge S. Cobb Camp,
Along with hls cane.
house in the middle; and a car added, like one who must be disthrough
its
local
S.
of
V.,
and
a
member
of
the
Bel

representative,
learn
of
the
sudden
death
Monday
Cold and hungry
with a doctor's tag stood beside the I creet to protect his hearers. “Doc
Out
tn the rain
—in Rockland of Shirley Ann Dur- fast S. of V. Remarks were heard
road. The day was warm and fine tor Cabler had furnished them to her
Robins are calling
from
them,
and
also
from
Rev.
L.
for
a
number
of
years.
Once
be

Benner.
Supper
was
served
after
rell,
14
months-old
daughter
of
Mr.
after the shower; yet nowhere did
Again and again;
the installation.
and Mrs. John Durrell, who had Clark French.
At night people say
Clint see a window open. Some of fore she took three, and was very
They
are praying for rain.
• • • •
i been ill but a short time.
the shutters were closed and at oth ill. Last night she took two. Miss
Refreshments were served under
The owls, too. are hooting—
er windows thick curtains hung. | Leaford prepared them for her. Mrs.
High School News
Funeral services were held Wed- direction of Mrs. Alice Gray and
To whit, to whoo:
Behind the houses, the woods were ' Leaford was afraid of thunder, and
At night they say
In the Tri-county conference the nesday at the 8immons funeral Mrs. Mabel Mills,
Doctor
Cabler
thinks
that
when
she
"Oh. rain, we want you"
dark and still.
boys lost to Rockport by a score of , home, with Rev. L. Clark French i
When Clint presently drove on, he didn’t go to sleep as quickly as
Poor puss ls wet from
33
to
18.
The
odds
were
decidedly
officiating
and
burial
was
in
Leon1
Her bead to her feet:
NORTH HOPE
looked at Tope to see what impres she expected, even with a double
She was out In the rath
against them. The Waldoboro girls, ard cemetery. The flowers were1
sion the older man had received. dose, she got up and took the rest
All night In the street.
Mrs Evelyn Williams has been
who are also ln the Tri-county series, many and beautiful, a silent mes"Well, there they are,” he said. of her store of the tablets. Certain
Old Towser. too.
ly
the
bottle
they
were
in
is
gone.
”
Was hunting for meat;
“What do you think?”
won over (Rockport by 30 to 23.
i sage Of simpathy for the bereaved visiting her sister Mrs Ruth Pease.
Out In the rain.
They listened soberly; and Inspec
Tope answered with a slow smile:
Mr. Doyle’s energetic Junior high parents, who have made many firm
Mrs. Arthur Ludwig is guest of her
And snow and sleet
"Why, I get notions. Fool notions, tor Heale asked: "Then you say it
boys won over Castner last Friday in friendships during their stay of a parents in Lincolnville.
Looking all the night,
was
an
accident;
her
own
doing?"
maybe, Clint; but I’ve got in the
Long In vain;
a heart-throbbing over-time period., few years In this town, where Mr
Mr. and Mrs Fred Collins of West
Wet to the hide.
Doctor Derrie hesitated, and he
habit of believing them. It feels to
Russell Creamer sank the winning Durrell is employed as overseer of I Rockport were recent visitors at the
Out In the rain
me as if the people that lived in lowered his eyelid wisely. “Acci
shot. Mrs. Porter’s girls lost to Cast the dye department at the mill
But what would we do
dent, yes," he said then. “I shall
those houses were afraid.”
nome of Mrs Damon Hall.
Without the rain?
ner Grammar School by a small
Those from out of town, who at
Nothing would grow.
“The girl was afraid,” Clint agree with Doctor Cabler that it
Mr.
and
Mrs
Charles
Plummer
Neither grass nor grain
i margin.
tended the services were, Leslie
agreed. "But what would they be was an accidental overdose.” He
were supper guests last Saturday
We
would look for
added:
"She
had
been
dead
for
The
Debating
Club
went
to
Rock

afraid of?”
Durrell, Mr and Mrs. Fred Liberty,
Flowers and fruit In vain;
land Tuesday, to listen to Mr. Wheel- Harold Durrell, Harland Durrell, at Willowbrook.
“Well,” Tope reminded him, his some time before her daughter
So we ll praise the Lord
Tor bountiful rain.
|er, of the Maine Central Railroad,
tone suddenly grim, "A woman died found her.”
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ludwig were
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Wing, and
Delora E Morrill
“Miss Leaford?” Clint prompted;
of poison in there last night. If
■ talk on the National High School Oeorge Rafuse of Waterville, Mr. callers last Saturday at Frank
Rockport
she'd known it was going to hap and Doctor Derrie explained:
Debate question.
Morse's.
and Mrs. Thomas Sullivan and Mr.
pen, she'd have had a right to be
"Yes.” He smiled condescending
Initiation, for people joining the and Mrs. Louis Crowell of Oakland.
DAYS OF
The Square Circle Club met with
ly. "When the storm broke, she
iafraid.”
HELP!FOK
DISCOMFORT
Dramatic Club, was held Jan. 17. Ute
So Clint was silenced; and they went in to make sure her mother
Besides her parents, she leaves a Mrs. Ida Pease Thursday afternoon
Try CH1CHE8TKR8 PILLS
I new members are: Frank Boggs, paternal grandfather, maternal
for functional pen
periodic pain
came on into the suburban town that was asleep, and found her dead. She
Candy and sandwiches were served
and discomfort
i was their destination, and found Po- tried to telephone and couldn't raise
five 2 7 7
O. Henry's lovable descerado of the Old Southwest meets the danger Helen Boggs. Urban Bonaman. Paul grandparents, several aunts and by the hostess. The next meeting
your druggist
ilice Headquarters. Miss Moss elect anyone, and then the lights went in his senorita’s eyes with his famous smile. Below. Marjorie Weaver and ine Creamer, Marie Fitch, Joyce uncles, and an older sister ar.d
will be held at OHve. Ludwig's
CHICHESTER5 PILLS
ed to stay in the car while they went off and she lost her head, ran down Cesar Romero, as the new Cisco, in “The Cisco Kid and the I-ady,” 20th Fitzgerald. Gerald Hilton, Madelyn
brother.
Uiy Pease was a business caller
THC DIAMOND A BRAND '
the road to get Cabler. That was I Centurv-Fox picture coming Sunday to Park Theatre.—adv.
'inside.
Howell, Martin Kallinen, Thomas
IN BUSINESS OVER V 50 YEARS
Wednesday in Thomaston.
Inspector Heale came to meet foolish, and unnecessary, of course, |
Lee, Connie Newbegin, Loren Os
Walter R. Hughes
them. He was lean and gray, and as long as her mother was already I
good, Barbara Picinich, Helen
Funeral services for Walter R
his brows were extravagantly dead, but she claims she didn’t stop 1
Sprague, and Carol Wood. Refresh Hughes. 79. who died late Monday
bushy. He shook Tope's hand, and to think of that”
spoke some hearty word.
ments were enjoyed after the initia night at the home of his daughter.
"Maybe she didn't know Mrs.
Leaford was dead,” Tope suggest
tion.
Mrs. Charles Lawrence at Pleasant
“Might have known you’d be ed; but Derrie confidently shook his
The Cheer Leaders had a tag day ville, were held at the Lawrence
cAdtv you. can afford Qcnuinc, Socially Gorreci
around,” he said humorously. “You head.
recently to raise money for uniforms. home Thursday with Rev. William
old buzzard! How do you hear about
“She knew, all right.” he ex
They expect to get them within two 8. Stackhouse officiating. Burial
these things so soon? I didn't even plained. “That was the first thing
weeks.
was ln the Pleasantville cemetery.
know Mrs. Leaford was dead till she said to Doctor Cabler, that her
The junior class has selected its There was an abundance of lovely
you called me up.”
mother was dead. He and Mrs.
At the Lowest Prices
“Done anything?” Tope asked se- J Cabler got some clothes on her,
one-act play to be presented in Feb flowers. Bearers were Oeorge Star
Ever
Ottered Anywhere 1
riously.
gave her some whisky, took her j
ruary. The name of it is "New Girl rett, Charles Kellet, Oeorge Leon
Inspector Heale bade them come home in the car.” He snapped his
In Town." by Robert Brome. The ard and Ernest Payson.
VISITING CARDS
into his office and closed the door, fingers in a sort of amazement.
sophomores’ play to be put on at the
100 Paneled cards, choice of 4 sizes and 30
Among those from out of town
and he shook his head. “No.” he "Mr. and Mrs. Hurder hadn't even
same time, ls "Johnnie Goes Hay who attended were Merrill Hughes
At TlMM t c
of
engraving,
plate
Included.
confessed. “Doctor Derrie’s gone waked up,” he explained. "When
Why Buy
only---------------- *------------------------wire."
to look her over, of course. Doctor Cabler got there, the front door was
of New York City, Merrill Keene,
Imitatioos?
WEDDING ANNOUNCEMENTS
Those who contributed to this Miss Leila Thornton, Mrs. Alfred
Cabler hadn't notified him. Cabler open, the hall flooded with rain.”
OR INVITATIONS
was called in late last night, slept j
weeks
news
are
Edwin
Black.
Gerald
Keene,
Mrs.
Olive
Campbell,
and
"I saw the light in the hall as I
Genuine engraving I*
On while or ivory stock-wedding ac plate
date this morning. That’s why he
Hilton.
Richard
Miller
and
Madelyn
Mrs. Hattie Witham of Bath, Mr.
the
socially
correct
finish. Inside and outside envelopes and
hadn’t phoned Doc Derrie. He said passed," Clint remembered. «
Oenthner. Harwood Steele acted as and Mrs. Ellison Metcalf o'f Rock
Doctor Derrie assented. "Miss
thing lor burineas alaplate Included .................... (1.15
there wasn't any hurry.”
editor-in-chief.
land, Mrs. Nellie Alexander of
r
A
SOCIAL STATIONERY
And he explained: "Mrs. Leaford Leaford said the front door blew
• • • •
Rockport. Mr. and MiOeorge
had been taking this dope for years. J open, and the light went out, while
business or professional
Special styles for men and women. A
John Mulligan
she was trying to telephone. The
use.
Now—at these
choice of lovely colors, monograms and
Jacobs of East Union, and Charles
She took an overdose once before,
light must have come on again after
John
Mulligan.
79,
died
Thurs

amazingly low prices—
styles ol engraving, plate Included_______
and came near passing but. This
Hughes of South Union.
she left the house." He rose. "I'll
day morning at his home on
there it no need to be
(2.2$, (3.9$ and up.
time it was nearer than that.”
Mr.
Hughes
was
born
in
Char

give them an accident verdict,” he j
Friendship street after a long ill lotte, son of Ira and Hannah
satisfied with imitation
BUSINESS STATIONERY
“Dead when Doctor Cabler got said, a little complacently. “Even ’
engraving or common,
,,
.
there?” Tope inquired.
ness. He had been a resident of (Smitih) Hughes. He had resided In
place printing.
ALL
business cards or Hammermill Bond
if she meant it, an accident ver
PRICES
IN
THIS
ADletterheads
(8Vixll
or
7'/«10V5),
plate
in“Before that, I guess,” Heale ex- ! dict will be easier on Mr. and Mrs.
this town 27 years, having come here Rockland several years where he
VERTISEMENT
cluded- only................................................ >7.1$
plained; and he looked at Tope and Hurder.”
from Massachusetts.
had driven a grain team for the L.
INCLUDE
THE
COST
then at Clint inquiringly. “But I
Clint came to his feet impatiently.
He is survived by one sister, Mrs. N. Littlehale Grain Co., and also
OF ENGRAVING THE
want to know how you heard about
"I'd like to see Miss Leaford,” he
Annie Nicholson with whom he had been a resident of Appleton be
PLATE.
it,” he reminded them, and Tope j said. “Is she up there now?”
made his home, and by two nephews fore coming to this town where he
bade Clint tell the tale of his ad
Doctor Derrie shook his head.
Funeral services will be held today was employed as teamster for Frank
venture the night before.
J “She went out before I left,” he
I So Clint repeated his story; and i told them. “Not a bad-looking girl.
at 2 o'clock from Waltz funeral par Wotton In hauling lime casks, and
Inspector Heale listened without in- I saw her walking off through the
Margaret Lindsay and Boris Karloff in an exciting scene from the lors, Rev. O. G. Barnard officiating. later at the Charles Starrett saw
jterruption till he was done.
j woods behind the house, as I came
Warner Bros. I ox National film, "British Intelligence.” The thrilling story Interment will be In the Shuman mill. Hls last work was labor on
“The girl was Miss Lpaiord,” he away,”
of intrigue and espionage in European war.—adv.
cemetery.
the roads with the town crew at
.yxpl^ined then. "Mrs, Leaford's j

THREE
SHUTTERED
HOUSE!

Inspector Heale volunteered:
“She does a lot of that, walking
around alone. Then there's a man
lives in there by the pond, and she's
pretty friendly with him.”
Tope asked quickly: “Where? By
what pond? Who is this man?"
"Why, there’s a good-sized pond
on the Kenesaw land," Heale ex
plained. "It’s pretty, in there. There
was some talk awhile back of open
ing it up for house lots, but they
won’t sell the land. This fellowname’s Glovere—has built himself
a cabin in there."
"How do we get to his place?”
Tope asked.
Heale explained: “You go back
toward town till you come to Thay
er's garage, abqut two miles from
here. There's a path just this side
of the garage goes right into the
pond. Thayer will show it to you."
He moved with them toward the
door: and he asked uneasily: "What
are you after. Tope? It all looks
plain enough to me.”
Tope answered mildly: "Well. I
don’t like questions unless I know
the answers to them. For instance.
did something happen to the telephone circuit over the hill last
night? Did something happen to the
electric current? Did the Hurders
most generally bolt their front door
when they went to bed? And why
do folks like those people on the hill
let some one squat on their land the
way you say this Glovere does? And
how does it happen he's so friendly
with Miss Leaford when she hasn't
got any other friends? And where
did that bottle go?"
Heale grinned and scratched his
head; and Doctor Derrie said, in a
sardonic anger:
"If you’re trying to make a murder out of this, I can tell you where
to start. Miss Leaford put her
mother to bed, gave her the dose.
She was the last one to see Mrs.
Leaford alive and the flrst to see
her dead. Begin with the girl!
That's the place to begin!”
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(Continued from Page One)

Page Five

“HIS GIRL FRIDAY” GETS TOLD OFF!

Whom You Will Take To Your Heart When She Talk. of stable business and steady em
ployment.
About Household Matters

"All of us, therefore, who value
the kind of liberty we find in de
BROADCAST BY MARJORIE MILLS
Two games of basketball wtH be
mocracy should ask ourselves the
• Mondav. Wednesday. Thursday and Friday at 1.30 p m over Stations
played at Town hall tonight.
question—What can I do to pre
WNAC Boston; WTAG. Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WTIC. Hartford:
The Non-Eaters met Thursday
serve and to improve democracy?
WICC RridecDort; WEAN Providence: and WLBZ. Bangor)
night with Mrs. Sada Robbins.
And the one thing we can all do is,
Union Church Circle was well at
we can practice democracy. We can
Waffles, pancakes, griddle cakes, i Mix all ingredients with fork unexpress it in our varied relations in
tended Thursday.
fiapjacks, it’s time for the whole j til light. Shape as for croquettes.
. , .
,
. ..
_
,
life—in the family, the school, our
The Lion's Club met Thursday at
delectable parade of them when Roll ln bread crumbs. Dip in egg . .
. .
_
Union Church parlor. Supper was
_G«..____ ___ __ »r„„.
.______ business and in our community. In
winds blow chilly across snowy New which has been mixed with a little
other words we can be good citi
served by Union Church Circle.
England iPromote the waffles from cold water. Roll in fcrumbs again
zens—intelligent, tolerant,
con
Mrs. Mary Noyes who is spend
breakfast to lunch or dinner des- and fry in deep fat (376 degrees F.)
scientious,
progressive
and
patrio

ing the winter with her son Fred
sert; vary the makings, using corn-[ until brown. Drain on unglazed
Noyes in P.ovldence had a bad fall
meal, bran, nuts, orange peel and j paper and serve. Yield: 6 croquettes, tic."
• • • •
and .>-ufTered injury to her back re
other delectable additions to the
New England Sauce
The
Secretary's
Report
cently She is now receiving treat
regular batter. 'We adore pine-j One-fourthcupWelch'sRedCurIndustrial
Development
— G-ber’
ment at Osteopathic Hospital, 1763
a; pie waffles served with pineapple | rant Jelly, l'i tablespoons lemon
Harmtn, chairman—
Broad street, Edgewood, R I.
and whipped cream.)
Whipped j Juice, 2 tables,pons Florida orange
Edw. Walsh Co. manufacturers of
Miss Lucinda Young who was
cream and the first strawberries of i juice, grated rind 1 Florida orange,
children's
and Infants dresses,
guest of her parents Mr. and Mrs.
the season make a slick dessert; '4 teaspoon ginger, H teaspoon dry
brought to Camden.
Jason Young the past week returned
chocolate wafflies with a dash of I mustard.
Personal interviews with five
with Leon Errol and Donald cinnamon in the whipped cream, in the double boiler (mix all InThursday to Rockland.
Woods in RKO Radio's "The t opping; gingerbread waffles, hot gredients in the order given and Prospective concerns
Samuel Hill of Boston is visiting Girl
From Mexico" and is now coMade vigorous attempt to get
L A. and H L. Coombs.
starred with them in “Mexican and spicy with cream cheese or cook over hot water until the jelly
Camden
Mill operating.
|
apple
butter
and
cream.
I
has
melted,
stirring
frequently.
Spitfire,"
was
born
Guadalupe
A meeting was held Tuesday in
Negotiated for order for 50 looms,
Red Men's hall with a large atten Vellalobos Velez on a July 18th
Have you tried the paper-thin;
Winter Fruit Salad
in the little city of San Luis Po
Six slices canned sliced pineapple seven months work, for local mills.
dance and all were in favor of or tosi, Mexico She is frequently re pancakes rolled around creamed
Made labor survey and compiled
ganizing a Pocahontus council; The ferred to as the Latin Wildcat chicken yet . . . the chicken pan and juice, '< teaspoon ginger, I tea
Oreat Pocohontus of Maine. Mrs. Whoopee Lupe. Queen of Hot cake roll sprinkled with grated spoon lemon juice, *4 glass Welch's ail data about Camden in which
Cha and everything else that goes
Ina Black of Orr's Island is expec with fiery untamed enthusiasm cheese and put back under the Quince Jelly, lettuce, French dress prospective employers would be in
terested.
Cary Grant and Rosalind Russell, co-starred at the Waldo Theatre Saturday. Sunday, Monday, Jan. 20, 21,
ted to be present at the next rtieet- on and off the screen Her father broiler to re-heat? They’re the hit ing.
and 22, in Columbia’s sparkling romance, “His Girl Friday,” are shown above in one of the many hilarious
Mailed
form
letters
to
300
concerns
was
Colonel
Jacobo
Vellalobos.
Heat
pineapple
with
ginger
and
of Palm Beach and if you can't go
Ing. Jan. 23. All who wish to Join
scenes. MLss Russell, cast as a newspaper woman and ex-wife of Grant, plans to marry Ralph Bellamy Mr. Grant
whose military duties kepi him
Arrange on lettuce about locating in Camden.
has no intention of letting her do any such thing, claiming she’s “Ills Girl Friday, Saturday, Sunday and
as charter members may notify W. busy while his daughter was be South, eat them up north. Pan lemon juice.
Wrote
personal
letters
to
150
every other day!—adv.
H Ingerson before that date.
ing educated in a Mexico City cakes . . . thine ones aga n . . with I leaves. Garnish with cubes of
picked prospects about coming here.
Atlantic Royal Arch Chapter held convent, but part of her schooling creamed beef and of course, pan- I Welch’s Quince (Jelly and serve with
Followed up 50 firms.
Its annual meeting Thursday night was acquired in another convent cakes with sausage or bacon Try [ French dressing.
SOUTH CHINA
»in San Antonio. Texas While
Recreational Development—
Pineapple
Filling'
and these officers were elected; working as a shopgirl in Mexico shaving maple sugar into thin
Printed
and
distributed
6000
large
One cup canned crushed pine
Several Erskine Academy basketHigh Priest, Freeman L. Roberts; City’s largest department store cream and heating the cream until
pictorial folders with map to over ball fans accompanied the teams to
king. Edgar H. Bradstreet; scribe, Lupe studied d.ii.ctng Later she the sugar melts lot; something apple, 2 tablespoons lemon Juice,
went on the st.<in her native special to serve with waffles or two-thirds cup sugar, 3 tablespoons 30 States, on request; 5000 addi Appleton and Clinton recently and
Leroy E Ames; tieasurer, Albert E. country, soaring
stardom in
tional printed.
cornstarch.
last Saturday the Jayvees met sev- j
Carver; secretary. Charles L. Bo musical comedies Ai the age of pancakes.
Printed and distributed in Cam eral other teams at Winslow High
Heat
crushed
pineapple
and
A crispy little sweet com pancake
man; chaplain, O-,car C. Lane; capt. sixteen Lupe was headlined in
den 6000 smaller blue and white
“Rataplan," when Richard Ben
School.
of host, Curtis M. Webster; P. S., nett visited the Mexican capital. or two served with ham or turkey lemon juice to boiling point in
Slowly
add
sugar
folders with map, directory, inforor
creamed
chicken
cr
chicken
hash
[
double
boiler.
Guy Ladd was badly crushed and
Leo W. Lane; R A C , Orrin V. Drew; j He visualized Lupe as his leading
mation about Camden.
had both arms broken, also his
master of 3rd veil, George A Lawry; . lady in "The Dove,” but when she goes much better without syrup ; and cornstarch that have been well
One thousand picture maps of
master of 2d veil, George Strachan; ' came lo the United States she we think. In that case cream gravy 1 mixed. Stir constantly until thick- Camden sold local stores to sell as shoulder blade and five breaks in .
failed to win the role, and so is your best bet.
ened
Cool
before
spreading
behis ribs in a recent roll between the
master of 1st veil, Eugene M. Hall went to work tn Laurel and
souvenirs.
...
..
layers
cake.
railroad car on which he was rid
We __
watched
atween
maestro
at ofthe
j
sentinel, P A. White; finance com- Hardy comedies A Hollywood
Secured free broadcast over NBC.
MENU
ing and a passing railroad car. Mr.
mittee, F. L. Roberts, E H Brand-! stage engagement tn Fannie Stork Club do Crepes Suzette theI
resulting ln 550 requests for Cam
Brice's "Music Box Revue” led to other night and wondered if you
Breakfast
Ladd is a railroad brakeman and
street and Leroy E Ames.
ner first real screen break as
den folder.
Chilled Welch's Grape Juice
the accident occurred in Gardiner.
When Mrs Kenneth Cook re Douglas Fairbanks’ leading lady were thinking them too difficult
Mountain trails re-blazed, signs
Wheaties
He is recovering at Augusta General
in
"The
Gaucho."
Her
success
and
complicated
to
tackle.
They're
turned home Wednesday after a
placed on Highways at entrances.
Waffles and Jelly
from then on was meteoric Her
Hospital.
day of substitute teaching in the film work has been interrupted not really. The formula for the
Colored moving picture film of
Coffee
Lloyd Fitzgerald. Augusta road, ’
local high school, she was greeted | several times by ovation evoking batter is half a cup of flour, a table
Camden
made
by
Secretary
and
sent
Sunday Dinner
was rushed Tuesday from hls work
by a group of women from the j personal appearance tours of the spoon of sugar and a quarter teaspoon of salt, half a cup of milk ’Maine Potato and Nut Croquettes to Maine Publicity Bureau to be to the Sister's Hospital in Water
church much to her great surprise. United States and the South
shown at a southern resorts in win
Baked Ham
American countries. Lupe is five and one egg. stirred until the bat
ville as result of an acute attack of
The table was set and all was in feet, tive inches tall weighs 115
ter, before clubs and other gather
•New
England
Sauce
appendicitis. Mrs. Hazel Fitzgerald
readiness for the evening meal, j nunds has reddish-brown hair ter is smooth. Melt butter in a
ings over the country’.
Turnip Puff
little frying pan and when it's hot
and hrnwn pvps
After the supper, games were played
Received and answered several and Mrs. Mary Fitzgerald were in
Green
Beans
pour
in
just
enough
batter
to
cover
until a late hour. Those present be
hundred letters requesting informa Waterville Wednesday and found
•■Winter Fruit Salad
the bottom of fhe pan and brown
sides Rev. and Mrs Cook and daugh-!
tion about Camden: Estates, cot him c?mfcrikble
EAST FRIENDSHIP
Good Luck Butterscotch Pie
the
thin
cakes
on
each
side.
State Overseer, E Carroll Beane
ter Lois were Mrs. Clyde Macintosh
------tages, land, rooms hotels, boats.
Coffee
assisted
by Mrs. Beane and Mrs.
Now comes the fun. Rub eight
Mrs. Katie Greenleaf. Mrs. Vera
Mr- and MrsVose of Teek
I Promoted courteous treatment for
Supper
lumps of sugar on the rind of a I
Irene Fitz of Kenduskeag installed
Johnson, Mrs. Laura Sanborn. Mrs. Island have *»en spending
I
summer
visitors,
with
traffic
officer
Toasted Cheese Sandwiches
lemon and an orange till the sugar ,
Marne Fossett. Mrs. Florence Mul- days at Frank Millers
1 in uniform to represent Camden in the officers of China Grange at
Tossed Green Salad
is
full
of
fragrant
oils
.
.
.
this
takes
i
I len, Mrs Barbara Fraser. Mrs Isa- ’ Mr. and Mr. McCarthy of RockI favorable manner; boy scouts assist- South China Jan. 6 after an oyster
(Relishes
time. Melt a chunk of butter in a!
i ed by acting as guides on scenic stew dinner provided and served by
belle Calderwood. Mrs. Emma Wins- land have moved to the B A. MurPresto Layer Cake with
warm
chafing
dish
pan
and
add
!
the men. These officers were in
slow, Mrs. Louise Calderwood and phy tenement.
i drives.
‘Pineapple Filling
| Mrs Marion Littlefield.
Winfield Demuth of Teels island four lumps of sugar to melt with j
Hospitality and Good WIU Activities stalled: Master, Bernard Small;
Coffee
the butter. A tablespoon of rum
| Smoker for men of summer colony overseer, Edgar Taber; steward
Union Church at 10 a. m. will have who was at the Marine Hospital
Recipes given
or brandy, the same of curacao or
Wesley Morrill; lecturer, Irena
Gtm
; at Snow Bowl in August.
I Sunday School with classes for all fa D.-i-rmg. is now a visitor at A.
Grand Marnier next and then when
GLAMOUR ON THE TRAIL
Desmond;
secretary,
Annabelle
Women's
Hospitality
Committeeages; at the 11 o'clock worship serv- J V Grafton's. Harry Moore has also
WEST ROCKPORT
your sauce is hot flip your crepes
Get Acquainted Teas, calls and as Jones; treasurer, Cony Webber; as J_J E'S a cowboy to us, but Id Chile they stage thrilling rodeos on tbe
ice. Rev. Kenneth Cook will preach been
a few days at the
around iin the sauce till they’ve ab
sistant steward. Philip Taber;
Members of the Tuesday Club mo sistance to newcomers.
where he lives on a large es estanclaa and at night sing tbelr
on the subject "Lead Me To The Grafton home 'ead
sorbed as much as possible. At this
tored this week to Union where they
Cruising Club of America—ar chaplain, Edith Morse; Ceres. Ethel tancla. he's called a huato. And on ballads and dance the cucca On work
Rock That ls Higher Than I’. The
C. N Lewi. made a trip to Nova
point the master of ceremonies at
were entertained at the home of a ranged for dinner for 70 members at Smail; Pomona. Frances Clark; the vast flat pampas of Argentina days they rustle cattle as euthuvested choir will sing the anthem Scotia recently w.th Cap.. Douce.
the Stork sprinkled granulated former member, Mrs. Herbert Mer-j Yacht Club and co-operated with I Flora. Ina Morrill; lady assistant he'd become a gaucho. But In any siastlcally as any cowboy And tboae
Gods World Awake . There will
Mrs Frankie Miller, accompanied
land or any language he's still the attached to dude ranches lend quite
sugar over the cakes, added a dash
Irving Tuttle and Mrs. Yacht Club In arrangements.
steward; Erlene Crocker and gate
be a duet by Cora Peterson and by Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wyllie of of rum and touched a lighted match 1 rifield. .Mrs.
symbol of the wide open spaces and as much glamour to a bridle trail as
.. . .
„
. . ,1 „
. „ . , _
, .Rich of that town were special Sponsored High School Essay con- keeper, Clyde Mitchell. Past master all balo-ed 'round with romance and do their cousins on our owd dude
Hazel Roberts. At 4 o’clock meeting Thomaston motored Tuesday to to the whole affair which provoked
1
.
_ - ,
.
. .
„
. .
Ralph Esancy will serve on the ex- adventure. Chile's huato Is parti farms. Chile’s mounts are flue—for
,,
, .,
_
.... . guests. Refreshments were served, test on Camdens attractions.
I of Junior Epworth League; at 6 North Bar.cor where they called on
a blaze of blue flames and that °
,
_
, _
,
ecutive committee for three years cularly picturesque, with bis elabo Chile Is a race ot riders; trails are
This club will have a supper Jan General Development—
I meet.ng of Christian Endeavor: at i Mrs Reger Smith.
heavenly aroma. Now eat. You
Cc-operated with Fire Department Mrs Mima Merrill and P M. Elmer rate chaps; short coat heavily turf-covered and lead to all aorta of
I 7, praise service. Rev. Kenneth Cook
Fann.e Copeland cf Augusta has see. Crepes Suzette aren't beyond 30 at the home of Mrs. Perley Merrifield.
in
Fire Prevention work, winning McNaughton also ass.sted in install trimmed with buttons; Jaunty aom nature's wonders—dramatic waterI will deliver an inspiring message, been spending a few days at the you.
brero; and bright colored, beauti tails and cascades, mad little trout
I The choir will sing the anthem A. V. Grafton home.
May Fogler who has been on ft ; second place in State in national ing.
fully patterned poncho worn rakish streami racing over the rocka,
Maine Potatoes and
Miss Joyce Burpee of China was ly over bis shoulders.
1 motor trip to California accompan- competition (Portland, first)
I "Jesus knows all about It". Mrs.
-----------------forests carpeted with (erne and
Nut Croquettes
Travelers visiting Chile's Southern splashed wltb flowers, emerald lakes,
I Dorothy Bennett will be soloist. Frank Schubert used the guitar Two cups hot boiled Maine pota 1 led by friends was due early this Ragweed eradication—co-operat guest Friday of her grandparents.
I Prayer service w’ill be Tuesday at to w- rk on his compositions, being toes, riced, ’« cup light cream or| week at the home of her brother, ed with Garden Club, Lions and Ro Other callers that day at the Esancy Lake District and ranch lands on and mountain! wrapped In snow, and
tary.
home were Mrs. Arvide Bumps and the weekly cruises from New York comfortable little resort Inns where
’William Fogler in Philadelphia.
7 oclock
; too pocr to own a piano.
milk,
teaspoon salt, ’» teaspoon |
Had additional safety markers, daughters. Mrs. Marie James. Vivian meet these handsome good natured the (ood la excellent enough to re
pepper, few grains cayenne, 1 egg. Mr and Mrs. Henry Kontio were route signs placed; took steps to get Young. Rachel and Mrs. Ardelle huatm everywhere. On holidays fresh even tbe most ravenous rider
Dr. Stratton will be at his Vinal- ! Tlie Malaysian flying lemur is the yolk, one-third cup chopped pecans. Lewiston visitors Wednesday.
State to resurface Route 1 through Bumps, enroute from Portland
I have office fiom the arrival of the most completely winged of all mam- '.4 teaspoon baking powder, 1 egg.j A chimney fire occurred 6unday
business district.
where they had attended the fu
boat Monday afternoon. Jan. 22, un- : mals except the bat.
evening at the home of Mr. and
dry bread crumbs.
Tried to keep Western Union neral of Mrs Bump's brother Mau
til its departure Wednesday morn
Mrs. Vernon Tolman.
office in Camden. Also co-operated rice Martin formerly of China.
ing—adv.
1 with Rockland C. of C. in trying to
Erskine Academy is preparing for
I keep Coast Guard station there.
GLEN COVE
its second winter carnival which
NORTH HAVEN
------Acted in small ways as clearing will begin Jan. 26 with the annual
Mr. and Mrs. George Russell of hou^ for those wlsWng employ.
'SHOP AROUND THE CORNER”
basketball clash with Basse High
Worship at the Baptist Chtfrcii '
Salem. Mass., are moving into the
and fw employers
GOING TO FLORIDA?
School of Albion and will include
| Sunday will be at 11 o'clock with 1
E B Hall tenement.
Hand Craft_
outdoor sports and a formal ball.
sermon by Rev. Henry F. Huse on
Here's Whal You Want To
Herman Holbrook of Vinalhaven Conference with State supervisor
j '"How Good Is Your Eyesight? j
Ralph Esancy is confined to his
r k
is visiting at the home of Sidney T. of handcraft; plans under way to home with an injured ankle.
Know About Florida
There will be singing by the cjioir
Stinson.
! develop local handcrafts; knitting
under the leadership of Mrs -SarHOW TO HAVE MORE FUN. Collier knows more
Mr. and Mrs, F. E. Hall, Mrs. group to be started first.
I bara Joy. Sunday School convenes j
Hazel Bagley attended last Saturday
about Florida than almost anyone. That s why you
Retail
Merchants
Committee
Leslie
Hamilton,
Mrs.
Mary
Hall
at 10 o'clock. Young People meet 1
the funeral of their aunt Mrs. Clar
find Collier Hotels at jhe smartest resorts with
!
Christmas
Lighting.
and
Miss
Emily
Hall
motored
Sun

at 6.45, and at 7.30 conduct Jhe
ence Cooper in Montville.
magnificent beaches, wonderful sporting facilities
Calendar
of
store
holiday
closings
day
to
Bangor
and
were
guests
of
I evening service. The address last !
and everything you want for a perfect vacation.
s for year. .
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Cross.
Sunday night by Mrs. Bousfield was
■Th
HOW TO GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY. Smart people
Betty Foxwell, Secretary. neafh tropical skies
heard witli Interest and pleasure by
who know Florida stay at Collier Hotels. Why?
The
report
of
Clayton
McCobb,
the large number present.
Because Collier saves money by operating TWELVE
treasurer, for the past year shows
/
fashionable hotels under ONE management. This
MV HUSBAND
that
the
receipts
were
$1153.41,
and
Eight-foot salamanders Inhabited
saving
is passed onto you in the form of lower rates.
AGREES,
that the balance on hand is $333.42.
the earth's swamps millions of years
Earmarked
for
industrial
advertis

HOTEL MANATEE RIVER, Bradenton
ago.
HOTEL CHARLOTTE HARBOR, Punla Gorda
ing, $149 65; balance in general
HOTEL SARASOTA TERRACE, Saraiota
BB5T!
I fund. $185.77.
HOTEL TAMPA TERRACE, Tampa
• • • •
HOTEL FLORIDAN, Tampa
The committee in charge of the
USEPPA INN, Useppa Island
VINALHAVEN AND
GASPARILLA INN, Boca Grande
affair is entitled to a great deal of
EVERGLADES INN, Evergledes
ROCKLAND
praise. It comprised David Croc
ROD ir GUN CLUB, Everglades
kett, Henry Baldwin, William Reed,
HOTEL ROYAL WORTH, W Palm Beach
STEAMBOAT CO.
HOTEL DIXIE COURT, W Palm Beach
George W, Dyer and George H.
.. Miami awaits you I Bask io tbe
ROCKLAND, ME.
HOTEL LAKELAND TERRACE, Lakeland
sunshine of golden days and tlie
Thomas.
• Send today (or your copy of tha fascinating new Collier
cooling breezes of starry nights.
Service To:
Florida Folder, with ell rates. It will help you chooae the
A COMPLETE vacation is yours
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
.l/jemore
EAST LIBERTY
resort and hotel that will suit your taste end pocket best. Wiite
—
at
El
Comodoro
Hotel,
easily
ington, Isle Au llaut, Swan’s
But
Hotels or N. Y. olhee 745 5th Ave. Ask your Travel Agent.
BEST;;
Virgil Stevens has resumed work
accessible to all activities. Rates
P»r recip*
furlhtr
Island and Frenchboro
Margaret Sullavan, Frank Morgan, James Stewart
xxxx ?
it ««*•
are from 12 50 single to 14.00
with the Lucas Tree Expert Co. of
„J
Ja»
in “The Shop Around the Corner”
double. Attractive season rates.
Portland.
tokinf Ikon
WINTER SERVICE
250 newly redecorated rooms
ck«.P «•«!’
Gertie C. Skinner is at West Ap
It is a delightfully human narra- full advantage with a hand-picked [
Subject to change without notice
for
with both Our air cooled coffee
pleton
caring
for
Mrs.
Ray
Bartlett
tive woven around the lives cf a supporting cast, which includes,
yourfitshop is famous for its fine,
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
and Infant son.
Budapest leather goods and novelty
Morgan as the gruff but
moderately priced food. Popular
Read Up
AND ASSOCIATED HOTELS
Read Down
Kervln
Rogers
is
ill.
, ,
. . kindly shop owner, Joseph BchildCocktail Lounge.
74 5 FIFTH AVENUE, N.Y.
shop
owner
and
his
clerks,
their
krflut
as
th{
,
rascaUy
c
,
prk
pelix
P. M.
A. M.
Charles J. Smith was called to
Ua4»r PenoBal Dlr«ctio»
GEORGE H. MASON
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00 everyday problems and how they Bressart as the timid clerk, afraid
East Searsmont Sunday by the ill
JOSEPH H ADAMS MANAGER
Prei. A Gen. Mer.
Ar. 4.4U
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
ness
of
his
daughter,
Rosa
Corson.
solve them.
of the boss, the butcher and the
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 3J0
Miss Charlotte Mitchell of Rock
The colorful backgrounds and the doctor, and Sara Haden, William
Ar. 2.45
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
land was weekend guest of Ella Da S. W FIBST STBIIT At SCCOMO AVI
Lv. 1.8(1 gentle theme of the story presented TracY, Inez Courtney, Sarah Ed9.30 Ar. Rockland,
“Balanced” for ALL kinds ef baking
117-tl many opportunities for the famed I wards, Edwin Maxwell, Charles
vis.
OMN TNI VIAS SOVN»
—biscuits, bread, cakaa, pastry

STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY

J

a waive «|ou

Collier

florida, coast hotels

"Lubitsch touoh" of which lie took j Halton and Charles Smith.—adv.

Mr. and Mrs, Elwin A. Adams and
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Advertisements ln this column no»
to exceed three lines Inserted once for
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
ditional lines live cents each for one
time. 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to a line.
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20

\

TO LET

;

22
Chief Allen Payson of the Fire
Miss Florence Carleton cf Boston,
XI
23
Andre Arentshorst, of Sassenheim,
who lias been vacationing in this Department, is conducting a series
MODERN apartment to let. flve rooms
Holland, and New York City, was a
with bath; eyery convenience; heated,
26
2.H
25
vicinity was recent dinner guest at of classes in Life Saving at the new
fireplace, electric refrigerator, garage.
visitor Wednesday at the home of
Furnished or unfurnished as desired.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hope schoolhouse. The classes are
Mrs. E. P Starrett.
Residential location; available after
30
31 32
27 28
being sponsored by the Hope 4-H
Feb 4
Inquire MIKE ARMATA The
Yattaw.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward T. Doman
Men's Shop. Main and Park Sts., Rocki 3M
Mrs Emma Torrey was hostess Club.
35
,
land.
____________________________
2-tf
35
arrived home Thursday after a visit
1
Lawrence Yates of Baltimore is
Wednesday night to the Johnson
THREE room furnished apartment to
with reatives and friends in Me
let; adults
MRS HAZEL BOHN, 12
39
37
3fe
38
Society. The time was pleasantly passing a two weeks vacation at
chanicsburg. Penna.
Clarendon St.
8-10
the
heme
of
his
parents
Mr
and
NW
spent, sewing being the chief diver
HOUSE to let. flve rooms, flush;
Thursday Club met at the home
MX
HO
Ml
M3
sion after which refreshments, in Mrs. Warren Yates.
cellar, shed garage; unfurnished or
of Mrs. Forest Stone this week,
partly furnished
DELIA YORK, ill
Mrs. Raymond Mayhew and son
cluding a beautifuUy decorated
Pleasant St.
T9
H5
Mb
HH
Mrs. Ronald LaChance, Mrs. El
cake bearing the words "Johnson Dean, and Mis. Helen Dean are
HOUSE
to
let
at
5
Broadway
Place
bridge Grafton and Mrs. Josephine
tttt,
for small famlly; all modern. E C.
Society," tlie handiwork of Mrs. spending the weekend in Waterville
Md
M9
M7
Stone substituting. Prize for high
DAVIS. 294 Broadway_______________ 7-9
as
guests
of
relatives.
Cacilda Cain, were serwed. Next
w
score was awarded Mrs. Weston
5^
FURNISHED three-room apartment
SH
52
The annual planning meeting of
week the Club will meet witli Mrs.
50 51
to let. toilet, piazza, shed; hot water.
Young, second, Mrs. Oscar Crie and
12
Knox "
St . TEL 156-W.
-------------148-tf
the farm bureau will be held Jan.
Maynard C. Ingraham.
low. Mrs. Frank Grant. Next Friday
Sfe
S7
58
TWO
unfurnished
apartments
to
let.
24
at
Megunticook
Grange
hall.
Twenty-two attended tlie meeting
afternoon the club will meet at the
Tel. 629-M. ELLA COLLINS, 23 North
Dinner will be served at noon.
Main
St
l-tf
of
thc
Rockport
Farm
Bureau
at
tlie
bX
bO
bl
home of Mrs. Orvel F. Williams.
T9
All members of Mt. Battie Lodge,
heme of Mrs Frances Farrand in
FURNISHED rooms to let, desir
Residence of Dr. M. R. Ludwig.—From an old photograph.
Tlie Federated Circle will meet
able location. MRS. A. C. JONES. 3
b5
bM
Rockland held Wednesday instead I O.O.F. are requested, to be present
63
Talbot
Ave., Tel 576,
y 126-tf
Tuesday at 2 o'clock at the home
of Monday as scheduled, the change next Tuesday night. Important busi
FURNISHED
room,
in
quiet
neighbor
of thc president Miss Helen Studley.
, hood flve minutes from Post Offlce
being made on account of the storm ness will be transacted.
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
TEL 34, Rockland
97«t
The Pythian Centennial celebra
Dr. Lee A. Ellis, assisted by Mrs.
It was the annual planning meet
1-Wlthout feet
47- Preposition
19-Western State of
j ROOMS to let st IS Grove 8t TeT
tion will be held Feb. 8 at Watts
ing with the election of officers and Florice Pitcher, the distict nurse,
5-Endures
48- A vegetable
United States
579-W. MRS FLORA COLLINS. l-tf
hall. Orand officers of the Knights An Attractive Social Event
(abbr.)
assigiment of subjects and hos completed Wednesday the dental 19- Greek god of war 49- A title
Team Standing
14- Learning
50- Nothlng
23-Stak« in cards
At Home Of Mrs. Mc
of Pythias and Pythian Sisters will
PC PF T. Ave. tesses. These officers were elected: examinations of High School stu 15- Any unbounded
W
52- Norse war god
25- Snow vehicle
be present, there will be a joint
Evoy Tuesday Night
26- Kiln for drying hopi
53- River in South
expanse
.611 7.117 474.5 Chairman. Mrs. Lizzie French; sec dents.
i Youngs.
11
installation of the officers of Arcana
C-rolina
Knox Temple. Pythian Sisters, 16- Rescue
27- State in New
retary. Mrs. Marion Richards; foods
t
4719
7.078
.611
11
The home of Mrs. John A McEvoy Ha-', digs.
{♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•♦••I,
56- Conjunction
17- Utterly absurd
England
Lodge and Mayflower Temple, fol
leader,
to
be
appointed
at
later
date
will
meet
Tuesday
night
with
supper
4724
7.086
.566
10
57lndictments
28Penetrate
20Within
8LABWOOD for tale. $5 cord In cord
will be the scene) “ '
lowed by a program including a in Thomaston
5C9 6.914 460.9 with Mrs. Edith Overlock, assistant at 6 o’clock.
,
.
. .
..
: Graftons. 9
59-Only
29- Existed
lots; '-j-cord lots. $3: del promptly.
21- Eaat-lndian herb
HORVUVHAMf'V Tel.
T,.l Washington
UZachtnfft.m
floor drill and concluding with a Tuesday night of an interesting
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The daughter of WUliam H. and ard. Mary Dyer; member for three produced by crossing a wild potato
Band or Orchestra and may be ex
years to the executive committee. species from tropical America with potato holds its record for onc more changed at thc Box Office for re
Albert MacPhail. Following the in commercial varieties. This cross year, it will be released to seed served teats.
stallation a program was presented produced a low-grade potato and producers for increase, Reddick
Party for Newlyweds
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
which included solos by Constance thc plant breeders have since been says. It will be named Desert.
A
surprise
shower was given Mr.
trying
to
breed
out
these
undesirable
I
------------------7.30 P. M.
MacPhail, Raymond Andersen, My
Benefit Finnish Relief Fund.
ron Young, and a reading by Albert characteristics without losing the ' Martin Luther wrote 27 hymns, of and Mrs. Maynard Heal Thursday
THE TIMES !
Refreshments
blight resistance
Tlieir efforts which “Ein Feste Burg" is regarded night at the home of hla parents,
MacPhail
At
the
conclusion
of
the
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
Auspices Wllllams-Brailer Po«t, A t
N^r an<J Mis. Daniel Heal, in honor
piogram refreshments were served have not been unsuccessful. If thecas his masterpiece
WORK WONDERS

Thomaston Musicale

Thomaston Bowlers

;

FOR SALE

•

WANTED

;

♦EGGS AND CHICKS!

Fa rm/,Chats

I; MISCELLANEOUS ;
■t*

BEANO—JAN. 27

READ THE ADS
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®SOCi ETY
A meeting of the Junior Rubin
stein Club was held Wednesday
night at Community Building. After
tlie disposal of business matters,
Miss Bertha Coombs, as program
chairman, gave an excellent paper
on Josef Hoffman. Mrs. Lillian
Joyce was guest artist, giving a
pleasing rendition of "Spirit Flow
er” by Campbell-Tipton, with Mrs.
Faith Berry as accompanist. The
program included vocal solos by
Miss Laura Pomeroy and Miss Jose
phine Buckminster and a vocal duet
by Misses Alice Cross and Bertha
Coombs. Choral practice was con
ducted by Mrs. Nathalie Snow.

Mrs. W. I. Ayer has returned
from a week's visit witli her sister
in Dorchester, Mass.

Nursing Work Done
Red Cross Report Shows Re

Mr. and Mrs. Lester Black of
Yarmouth were recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Wesley L. Oxton.

Chummy Club met this week with
Mrs. Frank Helds, the birthday of
one of its members, Mrs. Look
being observed. Mrs. H R. Mullen
and Mrs. E, W. Freeman were prize
winners.

markable Activities Over

Half-Year Period
The American National Red Cross
rcaWs lhat ,u myst not leaV(>
Nursinjj Activltics Commit.

This And That

Page Seven
tionizing- of popular attitudes
• towards women in string music.
■ They were Teresa and Maria Mil! anollo. whose achievements led
' people to believe for the first time
‘ that women might indeed bc able
I to attain distinction as violinists.
Their success led to the emergence
of other women who established
themselves as recognized violin per
Ay Gladys Si. Clair Heistad
formers—Wilma Neruda in EngI land and in America Camilla Ursa
National Music Week publicity is ters. Prof. Tillou-on is one of the
and later Maud Powell. It was. inci
already being distributed, and an- most
brilliant
musicians and
dentally, a clause in tlie will of this
nouncement has been made by C. scholars of music in the east, and
latter artist, bequeating her exM Tremaine, secretary cf the Na- hls work at the head of the music
.
I ouisitc Guadagini instrument to
tional Music Week Committee <30 department at Bowdoin is attracting
„ , , „
1
,,
..
„ .
, .„ , the next great woman violinist",
Rockefeller Plaza. New York City), no small attention. He is a skilled
to be selected by an international
that "Support Local Group Activi- pianist, and in the concert aforeJury of musical experts, that led
ties" will again be the keynote for mentioned he contributed two
to the award of this rare old violin
the 1940 celebration. Usually the groups of solos—the first group all j
to Erica Morini shortly after her
central theme of the annual obser- Mendelssohn numbers and the seci American debut with the New York
vance is designated by tlie National ond group three Chopin numbers
Philharmonic under the baton of
Committee, but this year a radical and the Rachmaninoff Prelude in
the late Arthur Bodanzky. in 1921.
departure was made and this im- G sharp minor.
portant question was referred to tlie
• • ♦ •
Radio programs are worth watch
thousands of local chairmen and
The foregoing reminds me that
ing these days. On Sunday, 3 p. m.,
workers throughout the country, Bcwdoin College's music department
Jan. 21, the New York Philharmonic,
through a vote taken by mall. Thc I Ls having a chamber music series,
John Barbiolli conducting, will play
ballot showed an overwhelming the first concert given by the Curtis i
„ _ . , ,
_ _
j an all-Schubert program. The Ford
preference for thc continuance of String Quartet on Jan. 18; the sec
Sunday Evening Hour (Jan. 21) will
the 1939 keynote for another year, ond is scheduled for Peb. 6, to be
have Helen Traubel, soprano in a
88 percent of all the votes cast rec- ' given by Norbeit Lauga of the Bos
return engagement. On Monday,
ommending such action. Many ten Symphony and Prof. Tlilotson.
Jan. 22. 3 45 to 4.30 p. m. the first
other excellent slogans were also I thc program including thc rarely
of three elementary Young People's
suggested, and the best of these i played E flat major Bach Sonata,
Concerts of tlie New York Phil
will bc submitted to vote for adop- the Sonata by Enesco. and the
harmonic will be broadcast, Ru
tion in 1941.
; Cesar Franck Sonata; the final on
dolph Ganz conducting. Soloists:
Mr. Tremaine, in commenting on April 18 when Alfred Zlghera and
Suzanne Bloch, lute; John Corlgthe result, expressed gratification at P.of. Tlilotson give a program of the
the size of the vote and its geoRra- [three Sonatas by Bach. Mr Zighcra liano, violin, and Zoltan Kurthy,
viola. Thc Curtis Institute of Mu
phicai distribution, as practically plays thc viola da-gamba. This
sic will offer as tlieir piogram 10.30
all the states were represented. "The series is open to thc public, no adto 11 p. in, Monday. Burnett Atkin
returns.” he said, "not only show mission charge, and affords a wonson. flute; Lynne Wainwright, harp;
the democratic character of the derful opportunity for lover* ond
institute orchestra conducted by
Music Week celebration and the , students of chamber music,
Ezra Rachlin, presenting Mozart's
growing popular Interest in it, but
• • • •
Concerto in C major for Flute and
also clearly indicate the impoitauce
I have been tremendously inter'Harp, Tuesday morning. Jan. 23,
of placing a nationwide emrhocU ested in the fame Erica Morini.
9.15 to 9 45. ln the "Folk-Music of
during a seven day pciod eacn year violinist, has attained. Many years
America" series in the American
on
some
special
constructive ago—probably 18—1 heard Morini in
School of the Air. Alan Lomax, folkthought In the country's steady Portland when she was hardly more
| march of progress toward a Musical than a mere child—It may have [SODg sPeclallst w“> P^sent as soloI America The roots cf wide-spread been her first American tour for,lst ln a program of love
Aunt
.Molly Jackson, Kentucky ballad
musical culture, whether in appre- that matter, and tn my mind's eye
ciation or technical skill and per-' I can still see her as she was then i singer now living in New York. And
so on—these are just a “look-see”
formance. must be planted in fer-' —a slip of a girl, rather shy, simply (
into the good things for the week
tile soil—in local communities, large dressed (and not in particularly !
and small cities, towns, and even good taste). I recall that she played ] If we keep an eye out.

Realm of
Music

' tee and Public Health Nurses to sink
| or swim without aid. Therefore
By K. S. F.
nursing field representatives are thc
; connecting link between National
staff and the Chapter. The special
Mrs. Helen H. Carlson who has nursjng representative for the States At a two-piano recital a member
been ill with bronchitis in the home of Manie and
Hampshire Js of the audience remarked, "How
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Leighton went
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward H. Carl- mlss Winifred Bonham, a native of beautifully tliey play together."
"Yes, especially the other one"
Thursday to Waterville, enroute for
son in South Portland, during the Oklahoma; graduate of Washington
Miami, Fla. The homeward journey
past 10 days, returned to Rockland University 'School of Nursing. St. answered his neighbor.
• • • •
will be by the way of the Pacific
Friday.
Louis, (Mo. In addition she was
The United States used about 614
coast.
-------granted from the University of Okla- pounds of rayon in 1938 to every
John Peavey of the Bangor N.Y.A. homa a [B. A. degree and also has an
pound of silk used. That makes it
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gerrish are
Arts and Crafts Center will visit the , jj. A. degree from Teachers' College,
local N.Y.A. project in the Com- j Columbia University. New York city. easy to sec why silk dresses are what
in Boston on a vacation trip.
they crack up to be.
(munity Building Monday at 1 p. m
Miss Bonham visited tlie Rockland
*00*
Mrs. John O. Stevens entertained
T Club members enjoyed picnic and will give instruction in art ' Branch, American ,Red Cross, Wed- Approximately 150,000 persons
supper and an evening of sewing metal craft and simple pottery.
the Diligent Dames Thursday.
nesday, Jan. 17, at which time a were injured in auto wrecks dusing
last night at the home of Mrs. Veda
meeting of the Nursing Activities 1938—of tills number 140.000 were
Mrs. Orace Emery Veazie enter Brown in Rockport.
Senator and Mrs. Harold C. Mar Committee was held in thc Red permanently disabled.
tained at supper Wednesday night
den of Waterville were guests Fri Cross room. The following day she
• • • •
former high school classmates. Mrs.
Hatetoquitit Club met this week day evening of Mr. and Mrs. Alton spent with Miss Eliza Steele, public Here is a word for the sea gull.
Helen Smith Dyer was tendered a witli Mrs. Retta Cole for picnic sup Higgins, Talbot avenue.
health nurse, giving counsel and ad In 1847 sea gulls saved Salt Lake
miscellaneous shower. Others pres per and cards. Top scores went to
vice and observing her work on the City from starvation by devouring
ent were Mrs. Alice Wardwell Karl, Mrs. Mabel Thorndike and Mrs.
Wawenock Club met Thursday District.
tlie cricket plague that threatened
Mrs. Winifred Clark Karl, Mrs. Nellie Dow, and the three special with Mrs. Cora Snow, Quotations | Following is a summary of thc the crops. Gulls are capable and
Mary Rankin Ladd. Mrs. Katherine guests, Mrs. Charles Schofield. Mrs. from Benjamin Franklin were given nursing work done locally, July 1 constant harbor scavengers. They
Costello Oliver, Mrs. Mabel Hahn Hattie Davies and Mrs. Bert Bach- in response to roll call. Mrs. Snow 1933, to Jan. 11.1940
like clams and we should not covet
Colson and Mrs. Hilda Clayter of elder, were also awarded prizes.
read a paper on “Springfield and
Nursing care in thc homes was th(,m
luxury for they clean up
Camden.
Chicago. Illinois.” In honor of Mrs. given to 168 patients, and a total of much tliat would otherwise be a
Mrs. Cora Snow was hostess to Snow's birthday, tea and cake were 893 visits was made. These visits menace and that is why the gov
Mrs. Maurice Ginn entertained a Wawcnock Club Wednesday after served to the members by Mrs. Mau were divided thus: To pre-natal pa ernment protects the graceful as
few friends Thursday afternoon in
tients, 109; to post-partum cases, well as useful gulls.
noon, at her home on Mechanic rice Snow.
observance of Mrs. Aurelia Bray's street. After thc business routine,
• • • •
182; to new-born Infants, 195; to
birthday. Refreshments were served
Hezekiah B. Fales who has been acutely ill and to chronic patients, If superstition is to bc believed,
there was discussion of current
and the guest of honor was recipi events and thc question box. Quo ill with arthritis, is improving.
414; to tuberculosis patiente, 13; 585 thc Scottish town of Innerleithen
ent of a bouquet of carnations.
visits were made to infants and pre has just rid itself of sin for another
tations from Benjamin Franklin
Mrs. Leola Rose, who has been school children ifor instruction and yeai. according to A. M. Crawford,
were
given.
A
splendid
paper
was
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Walsh, who
visiting Mrs. T C. Fales, in Brook 193 children attended the well-baby manager of the American Express
have been the guests of relatives read by Mrs. Snow on “Springfield line, Mass., met with a slight acci clinics, held each month in the Red Travel Service, who reports that
and Chicago, Ill.” A birthday cake
and friends here for a few days,
dent a few days ago, when she fell Cross rooms, with Dr. Popplestone citizens there have just "clelked the
have returned to Bridgeport. Conn. was featured at 4 o'clock tea, in in Hotel Kenmore She was taken in attendance. There were 1130 deil” or cast out the devil.
honor of the hostess' anniversarv
to Brooks Hcspital, where a cast visits to homes in the community. In an elaborate ceremony one of
Mrs. Henry Jordan was hostess to
Mrs. Carl Freeman entertained was put on a dislocated ankle. She Three social service cases were In the townspeople ascended a local
T. and E Club Wednesday after
members
of W I N. Club Thursday is making rapid recovery and will vestigated and one Home Service hill and threw a figure of evil into
noon, at a thimble party and 4
case.
a great bonfire This act, legend
night at auction and late lunch. leave the hospital Sunday.
o'clock tea
In July. 1939, we held a summer has it, frees the town from evil for
Mrs. Leland Drinkwater, Mrs. Her
At a meeting ol Diligent Dames roundup of children, with an at the ensuing year —Boston Trans
Mrs. Bernice Jackson. Unit Re bert Curtis, Mrs. Ralph Glendenning
Thursday
afternoon. Miss Charlotte tendance of 83 out of 96 enrolled; script.
habilitation chairman of American and Mrs. Vance Norton won high
Buffurn was given a handkerchief 50 of this number were given the
Leigcn Auxiliary, to Winslow-Hol- scores.
hamlets."
1 remarkably well and I know that I
I HEARD A Illlllt SINGING
toxoid inoculation for diphtheria, The Pennsylvania weavers son,
shower.
breok Post, has returned from Au
Mr. Tremaine called attention to purchased onc of her records as a
I heard a bird Ins
and will be given the Schick test in who was willing to labor longer and
I11 the dark of December.
gusta, where she attended a Re
Mrs. Helen Thomas, Pleasant
the strong letter of approval of Mu-. "keepsake” of thc occasion. Now |
A magical tht]
with more energy than he was paid sic Week from President Roosevelt, Erica Mcrini is back in America, on
Mrs. C. I. Burrows, Summer March of this year.
habilitation conference at thc Au street, entertained Daytime Wives
And sweet to remember
In September, 1939. a Schick Test to work—whether it was at driving
Club Wednesday night. Lunch, street, entertained her contract
gusta House.
, the proclamations and public state-1 attractive young woman who has
'
We
are nearer to Spring
Clinic was held in the schools and a mail coach, clerking in a grocery, j ,nents to the press issued by 45 gov- been classed with Kreisler. Heifetz
Than we were in September,"
sewing and cards occupied an en Club Friday afternoon, Mrs. Oeorge
I
heard
a bird sing
Mrs. Ralph L. Wiggin, entertained joyable evening. Mrs. Letha Atlieam B. Smith substituting for an absent 1179 were Schicked. Since that time or hammering stakes for an engin- lernors and 200 mayors in 1939. and and Menuhin among thc "immorIn the dark of December
218
have
received
their
second
eering crew—did not rise to the I
at a dinner party, Thursday night, will be hostess at next week's meet member.
By Oliver Herford
the 300-odd newspaper editorials talzs' of her instrument', for she is
inoculation following a positive heights of success as a steelmastcr' to
at the Copper Kettle. Thc guest of ing.
representing every state but one acclaimed as the greatest living woby limiting his effort to the size of
honor was Miss Charlotte Buffurn.
Tlie home of Mrs. Gerald Black. Schick test.
Mrs. Ruth L. Perry will entertain
The school examinations were his pay. Charles M. Schwab never These he cited as testifying to the man violinist,
who leaves soon for Florida. Ad
Garland Crowell, of 15 Court Summer street, was tne scene of a
growing recognition by government1 Have you ever thought that only [ at a Silver Link Social at her Brewjournment was later made to Mrs. street is tlie guest of his grandpar surprise party arranged by Mrs. completed in October; 1834 children stepped working because he never officials and the press of the value;for a scant 50 years have women _ r ttrcel home Tuesday night.
Wiggins home on Maple street, ents, Mr. and Mrs. Willis Crowell Black and Mrs. Edward Barnard. were weighed, measured and exam stopped learning. He had that of music as a national community been free to follow professional She will be assisted by Mrs. Lola
ined; 806 were found with defective insatiable curiosity and desir? for
when cards were in order. Honors in Waldoboro.
The "victims" were two prospective
Smith, Mrs.- Ora Woodcock and
teeth; 10 with defective nasal pass self-improvement which is termed and individual asset as well as art. careers as pliers of bow and strings
went to Mrs E. Stewart Orbeton
brides. Miss Marion Mullen and
Mrs. Nona Davis.
without
cenfure,
and
that
only
withages: H26 with enlarged glands; 145 "the open mind," and he never
and Mrs. Ruth G. Bird, with a guest
Mr. and Mrs. William Day cf Miss Joan Moulaison. Arriving at
in the lifetime of Erica Morini her
with defective throats; 15 with de
The first public concert by the
prize for Miss Buffurn. Others pres Beverly Farms, Mass., accompanied what they had supposed was a reg
forgot what he learned.
fects of the skin; 104 parent consul Charles Schwab's story ls the 1 Brunswick Choral Society, on Jhn. self have they been able to claim
ent were Mrs. George Wood. Mrs. by their son and his wife, were in ular club meeting they found them
ADVISES
.critical consideration on an equal
Joseph Emery. Mrs. Arthur Lamb, Uie city Thursday to attend the selves the center of attention and tations were held.
story of America and of American ,12 was a most heartening success footlng w„h thfir lnale colleagues?
A class in Home Hygiene and Care
Mrs. Walter Butler and Mrs. Harlod funeral of Mr. Day's brother, E. G. recipients of many nice gifts. Bridge
opportunity which is not past. In : Directed by Prof Frederic Tlilotson. In a country and era of poliUcal
of thc sick will be begun as soon as
Jackson
honors went to Miss Moulaison,
a laboratory at home-with the head of the music department at alld £Cflal sfx fquahty U)ls ls
Day.
a suitable room can be obtained for
help of his wife, a chemist's daugh- Bowooin College, this society alMiss Barbara Elliott of Thomaston,
little difficult to realize, but it is
the purpose. This course consists
ENTERING
j Miss Mary Hall and Miss Martha Mrs. Nelson Glidden, Mrs. Robert of 20 lessons, given twice weekly for ter—the young Schwab acquired a ready has an enrollment of more true. In two and a half centuries
knowledge
of
the
secrets
of
steelthan
100
members,
drawn
chiefly
i Hall who make their home in Hono- Russell of Warren and Mrs. Albert a period ol ten weeks.
of great violin virtuosity, a survey
making which was to hflp him to j from Brunswick. Top?ham and
Particularly good, old furniture and!lulu, entertained yesterday with a Elliot of Thomaston. Buffet lunch
M. E Blodgett.
not long ago disclosed there were,
gfcmwnrrWhy not exchange it for Nfw EngUnd Ua Thfl
u wrrp was served including two bride's
solve problems foi- that industry. He , Bath. The society nite) fcr re in fact, cnly 73 known female fidThouRanfii' of young girls entering
each.
Write me, stating briefly
womanhood have found a ”rval friend'*
grew to gigantic industrial stature hearsals each Tuesday evening, I dlers, as agaiiut hundreds of men
Major and Mrs. George Blaney, cakes. The guests were Mrs. Stan
in Lydia E. I'inkharo's Vegetable Com
what you have for sale.
BOWLEY-LUNDEN
pound to hi lp them go "smiling thru"
through application which developed j Bowdoin College having extended
Mrs. Tyler W. Spear, Mrs. F. C. ley Hall, Mrs. Earle S. Dow, Mrs.
F. O. BOX 246, CAMDEN. ME.
whose names have gone down in
rnatleas, moody, nervous sprlln, and
153Stf Norton and MLss Marion Norton.
Wilbur Strong, Mrs. Paul Flourde,
innate ability. That abilty was to to the group thc uie cf Memorial the history of their art This al
relieve cramps, headache, backache and
A wedding of interest to their
< ml.arras:,ing fainting spells due to
Mrs. Carl Philbrook, Mrs. Nelson
come to his country's aid when it Hall, heated and lighted once a week though onc of the greatest cf all
female functional irregularities. Famous
many Knox County friends was that
for over 60 years in helping "women’a”
Glidden. Mrs. Edward Moffitt. Miss
laced a war crisis. Charles Schwab's for these meetings. Thc society is composers for the violin. Mozart
functional complaints. Trg U!
of Lorin Bowley and Miss Ellen
Dorothy Lawry, Miss Marian Ginn,
life story may still serve as an in fully organized, with Dr. Samuel E. himself, averred that women have'
• Mole: Pinkham'* (.nmpound comes ia
Lunden, Nov. 19, at Dry Ridge, Kv.
riihrr I in l ur liandy lo carry tablet
of Bockland, Mrs. Albert Elliot of
spiration to those who may mis Kamerling as president, and with
form (aimilar formula).
The groom, son of Mrs. Ida Bowley,
inherently mere talent for stringed (
Thomaston. Mrs. Robert Russell of
HOME BAKED BEANS
Mountain street, received his educa takenly believe that opportunities librarians, committees, and other instruments than men, "both be-'
Warren and the honor guests.
officers. One of the aims is to de cause of their greater delicacy of I
tion in the Camden schools and is today are limited.
OOOO
velop an organization sufficiently
employed by Mrs. A. H. Chatfield in
SL'N.-MON.-TUES.
The Aircraft Owners and Pilots enthusiastic to become the founda touch and the easier access to their '
Mother uaed to Cook !
Wc have just added to our equip Cincinnati, Ohio. The bride is thc
emotions."
Association with over 2.093 members tion for an annual music festival
ment a Kerolectric Wall Paper Re youngest daughter of Mrs. Amanda
Egyptian painting, in the British
is a new private flying organization. along the lines of the former .Maine
Lunden
cr
West
Rockport.
She
is
a
mover. We offer this for your serv
Museum depict women in ancient
* * * *
ice with a competent operator for graduate thc Portland School of Fine The story of Charles Schwab's Music Festival conducted under the times playing on stringed Instru
$1 per hour. Gonia's, Tel. 710,,Rock Art and is nwv employed as colorist life was found in thc Christian leadership of the late William ments that were the violin's lineal
It made "Ninotchka" great!
Rogers Chapman. Another ami, forebears, yet it was not until 1770,
in a Cincinnati photo studio.
land.—adv.
And now it's glorified the
Science Monitor and worthy of deep
possibly a little mere distant, is the
season’s gayest, most heart
in
London,
tliat
a
woman,
Mara
thought in these days of labor
formation of a state-wide choral
warming romancel
Schmclling.
dared
a
public
recital
troubles.
Sunshine Society will meet at thc
society similar in structure to a
* * * *
on the instrument as wc know it.
Central Maine rooms Monday after
Two Virginia Tech professors state organized and controlled or Social reproval and failure awaited
noon, to tack comforters.
Relieve misery direct
have discovered a rich deposit of the chestra in Vermont, which holds her simply because the violin was
"MA-m -without “dosing’'.
mineral gallium and now they are weekly rehearsals I11 various cen- considered "unsuitable for a wo-:
Use swift-acting
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS trying to flnd a use for it.
man,” with only one dissenting
* * * *
WORK WONDERS
VAPORUB
voice raised among the critics to
Lady customer: "Are you positive
declare: "Wc cannot but regard
that this is the finest, freshest and
G R A P H I c S
pm the exclusion of females from thc
most tender hamburger you could
violin as a prejudice and nothing 1
possibly sell me?"
but a prejudice.”
Butcher: “Yes, Madam, I w-ent
. THfcAIRE , J
In the middle of the 19th cen- 5
HlrViarViet
C.l'ndrn
lei 25
to special pains to pick out thc
tury two artists ajipcared on the,
in
finest piece of beef in the store to
SUNDAY. MONDAY, II’KSDAYI musical hor.zon to begin thc revoluA #1.50 Steamer FREE
grind up for you".
Pro Rorkland Showing
Lady customer: "Well, I am cer
with Every Laaaerole at thia
tainly glad. Our cat is awfully par
Sunday and Monday
\ew Low Price
ticular.”
-rnt Ernst t Labitsch
WHO
CAN
TAME
* * * *
paocucrio*
A blind man was arrested for
With Our
THE WILD WOMAN
If you'** mined thot dolieocy of homo
driving an automobile in Peoria,
PRE-CONVENTION
baled boom then horo'i * luggostion.
OF “THE WOMEN”!
III, "Out here in California," said
SPECIALS
♦hot you'll thonl us for th* root of your
Reg.
$6.45
value
a
son
of
that
State,
"wc
have
grown
noturol days!
TRY OUR FAMOUS
used to lt.”
6
MAihpRit WEAVER
Try on* of those ELECTRIC CAS
$7 Steam Oil
• • •• •
SEROLES ond you'll h*»* tom* of th*
The palatial new legation this
Permanent,
$5.00
finoit baled boons you'v* over totlod.f
T uesday-Wednesday
government
has built in Finland
Not only it it good for holing beans*
Ml
Other Permanents
but it's fin* for soups, escallops; holing
H
and which was to be read.y for oc
HISTORY-MAKINC! WORLD-SHAKINCI
from
$3.00
biscuits, coles; frying foods oquolly ot
95c down
cupancy Dec. 15 by the American
Joseph SCHILDKRAUT
OCR'S
MARGARET
wall.
AND
UP
Produced and Directed
KJSLQFr
$1 monthly
minister, may net have that future.
by ERNST LI BITSC1I
Grand*!
At on added inducement to thrifty
Thc
Soviet
bombs
may
see
to
that.
To Our Patrons—Please notice that AL, RUTH and NORMA
comody oi
thopport a $1.50 Steamer it given FREE
th* yoorl
will be at the Boston Convention January 29, 30 and 31
with every Cottorol*.
t Mrs. Charles Wotton entertained
NOW PLAYING
INTELLIGENCE
CUT (RANT
a few friends' at tea Thursday to
••Charlie McCarthy,
Have you tried onc of our Remote Control Permanents?
Limited lime - - - Limited Quantity
meet Mrs-. Fred Edgecomb, a new
DETECTIVE"
ROSALIND RUSSELL
Well—they bring us a new factor in heat control
comer in Rockland. Daffodils and
. HOWARD HAWKS’
TODAY
iris formed an attractive centerTHREE MESQU1TEERS
piece at the luncheon table. The
ln
HAIRDRESSINGSALON
INE
guests were Mrs. Gilman Scabury.
“THE KANSAS TERRORS"
286 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Mrs. Francis Fisher, Mrs. Juliette
TELEPHONE 826
'Londine. Mrs. Percy Dromons, Miss
waa RALPH BELLAMY '
Showj Mot. Z 00. t « J«.
Try one out fliii week-end—no obligation!
Continuous Saturday Z OO to 10.30
Mildred Demmonc, Mrs. A. T
OSNI^lOCKNART
Sunday. Matinee 1 o'rlock
7*9*18
Thurston and Mrs. Damie Gardner.

YOUNG
GIRLS
WOMANHOOD

Antiques Wanted

./m«< Wire

THAT LUBITSCH
TOUCH’AGAIN!

Steamer FREE
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Social
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Whirl!
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25 YEARS AGO
A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which Interested

Rorkland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1914

GUARDIANS
OF OUR COAST

old women and invalids are un
doubtedly wondering what to do
with spare moments. To some It
was the only means by which a few
extras could be enjoyed.
There are many wild birds
around the station at present and
the seals are beginning to put in
an appearance.
Passing is dull in the river at
present: an occasional oil boat Is
almost all we see.
Regards to the keepers along tlie
coast. We are glad to read their
news items.
• • • •
White Head

What our lightkeepers and
coastguardsmen are doing to
Associate
Just
ce
George
M
Han•
Mrs.
Atwood
Spear
died
suddenly
Poem*
protect coastwise shipping bv
>f Original Composition
son was presiding over Supreme in Warren, of heart disease.
day and by night. The day's
Court
,
j Clarence Oliver was elected superBV 8 ibsiribers
news from many lonely out
Michael H. Achorn. 81. at1 intendent of the Congregational
posts along Maine's waterfront.
Capt.
cne time employed In the lime busi- Sunday School in Thomaston.
A SUCCESSFUL POET
Mr and Mrs. A. L Kirk observed “Yo. Ho!” conies the call of the thwart
ness here, died in Portland.
N?llie M. Ervine of Tenan.s Har
ed res. the sea that laughs to
their golden wedding in Warren.
scorn
bor has had an or.ginal poem acEdward Sullivan. 61, died at his
Elmer Farnsworth is passing ten
tied to a rotting quay who
Mrs P. D Starrett„ was elected, The lubber
hts mistress hath foresworn
cfpted lor publication in "The Cara
nome on Pearl street.
days'
leave at his home in Jonespres dent of the Congregational But brine's in the blood and the urge
van of Versa." which w.U appear
to roam llke a drunkard's thirst port.
Niehalas Anzalone barber at
Circle in Warren.
returns.
this Sp ing. and Is published by The j
Thomas Anastas o s shop was ad
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard OBrien
W A. Smith Was installed as com- And there Is no cure save the whited
foam on a sea that bolls and
Caravan Publishing Company. New
mitted to citizenship.
are at Two Bush Light Station
mander of Gettysburg Camp. S of;
chums;
York. NY.
—Charles L H Wagner
C E Rising was elected president v in vinalhaven. Myra Dyer was
where Mr. OBrien is substituting
The author will be represented in |
for Keeper Harry Smith, who is on
of the Knox County Poultry Asso- inglalled as president of the Ladies
Portland Head
the anthology by her poem. Futile
' leave.
ciation
i of the O A R.
Quest".
Tlie Hilts, Mrs. R T. Sterling
Mrs. Mae Cross was Installed as
a club house was being built at
F W. Morong. government ma
• The Caravan of Verse will con
and Mrs. S. G. Robinson recently chinist, was recent overnight guest
Criehaven.
This
is
S.S.
Brandon
in
gala
dress
for
the
Portland
RockHnd-Lubec
run
under
the
Eastern
S.S.
auspices.
The
president
of
the
Ladies
Auxiliary
of
tain and feature representative work
Anderson Camp.
Fred Otis Johnson died at Morse's called on the Grant family at Cape at the Coast Guard Station on his
venture was not a financial success. Photo presented by C. Bradford Mitchell.
of contemporaiy American poets.
Elizabeth.
way to Matlnlcus Rock.
Rorkland banks elected these' Corner.
of her active life (to date, at least>, steamer has made her last landing.
The author's work has great liter
No 30
R. T. Sterling accompanied Mr.
pies
dents:
No.th
National.
Elmer;
A
F
Achorn
was
elected
president
Miss Venetta Foss Is at Knox Hos
C. Bradford Mitchell.
ary merit, and Its acceptance makes
SS. Brandon makes her appear she served the long ferry run which
S. Bird; Rockland National. 0.1 of the Camden Business Men’s As-I Walker to Kittery Sunday. They pital convalescing from an appen
the author eligible for the $50.00 In ance today, sponsored by the pen of crosses the St. Lawrence at the
were Joined by Mrs R. T. Sterling
dix operation.
I recall the day I rang the bell of Howe Wiggin; Security Trust Com- sociation.
prizes oflered for the best poems C. Bradford Mitchell of Bloomington. mouth of the Saguenay. Her second
' at tlie home of Mr. aud Mrs. Rob
pany.
Maynard
8.
Bird.
Sir
Henry
W.
Cramp
built
at
F W. Alley has returned from
the
First
Baptist
Church
to
inform
name
did
not
stick
to
her.
however,
appearing in this volume. Inter Ind.. steamboat hiitorian-enthusia .
ert Sterling. Jr., at a dinner party
The death of Miss Julia Spofford Beans yard In Camden, became j celebrating the birthday of Mrs. Rockland where he spent the week
ested readers may obtain further and loyal friend of this column Mr. for in her second year on the St. the populace of Rockland that S.S.
end with his family. Mr Alley's
j waterlogged at sea. off Savannah. ; Robert Sterling Jr.
Lawrence she was rechristened Brandon had passed White Head. Spear. 75. was announced.
details regarding the anthology and Mitchell writes:
It was July 21 .1925. and aboard she
sons, Vincent and John, have Just
James
Dondis
was
installed
as
and
was
8
'
oss
Riviere-du-Loup
contest by writing to the publishers
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Davis, Mrs.
Th* annual 1011 0411 of th< War‘ Ralph Crockett. Donald Lucy of enlisted in the U. S. Marines.
She underwent no further change had th<“then °®v
° Brewster president of Rockland Lodge. I. O
By comparison with the careers of
Other works of the author have
and party ol 50 prominent "Boost BA.
ren Congregational Church showed i Redstone, N. H„ recently called at
Mrs Forest Cheney and Miss Flor
already appea ed in "The World s most steamboats, that of the Bran in name, status, or appearance until,
Maine" campaigners. Tliat was the I Eugene Harrington was elected 142
ence Tibbetts called recently on
in
1938.
she
encountered
a
mishap
don,
which
plied
between
Portland
]
the
station
to
see
Mrs.
S
G
Fair Anthology".
Edgar Llnnekin, young son of Mr
Forrest Cheney at the Coast Guard
Rockland. Eastport, and Lubec in which automatically retired her, occasion of the beI1 nnging alad the 1 p-and Knight of Limerock Council.
»»»*
Robinson. Mrs. Robinson regrets
and Mrs. A. J Llnnekin of Thom- being away at the time.
Station.
1925 and for a short time there- from service, covered with humill- subsequent uproar of whistles as K C.
FIRST KIDNAPPING
• • • •
after, Is distinctly cosmopolitan Be- ation and soot Early in the sum- Brandon steamed into
i sons P. ank C Knight was elected' a-ston was b«lly injured in a roast [For The Courler-Oa?«ete|
A blanket of snow covered tlie
mer of that year, her 36-year-old ] allar" Autornobi es met t e Par > president of the Rockland Loan & :n® acc.dent
Manana
Fog
Signal Station
Fl\p Saint Oeorge men of times long tween her first port of call and what
ground when we retired Sunday
past.
I. E. Simpson was elected chan night. All was quiet, but the pic
seems likely to be her last he 2090 funnel, which had perhaps not been and 8 grand "Boost Maine and the Building Association.
Tehar.edo and Amoret
Winter Is here In earnest and with
Kennebec Bridge" banquet, sponWith SaiTaconolt. Mane.do
miles qf water She has flown the overburdened with paint of late, sudEdward C. Payson was elected cellor commander of Fox Island ture changed and when we looked I it plenty of cold and windy weather,
And Skcwonols, are living yet
flags of three companies and two denly sloughed off mast cf its after
high priest of King Solomon's LodSe K ol p
out Monday it was another story— j blut we are all warm enough Inside.
Th v live In Roller« history page.
the Rockland Chamber of Commerce
nations, and has served people part.to the no small embarrassment
Temple Chapter.
I H w Green sold his market at onjy patches of snow and ice. Quite I The oldest children have skates and
These Indian men of Iona ago;
was
held
at
the
Thorndike
Hotel.
First natives of their sea girt town.
speaking two different languages, of her owners and passengers. Since
Wyman Packard was operating a Camden to Jones & Lange of Lisbon a storm. and variety galore, with are enjoying them on the pond at
The story of whose lives we know
The Brandon had a triumphal re
A steel propeller of 1082 gross tons, the company could obtain no spare
motion picture theatre ln Thom- Palls
snow, hail, rain wind, seas high \ Monhegan.
ception all along the coast. Over
There ancient aborigines
aston.
®zra B Wilson was found dead adde and liberal. When that spasm
The children recently enjoyed a
In Slxt en Five gave Weymouth's measuring 200.5x37x17.3. of 1203 boat, it was found impossible to haul,
horsepower, she was built in 1972 for her off for repairs. For the rest of
me\ ^er at
V*5’
*
crew
Thomas Dermot, father of Maxine at
home on Pear! street, Cam- had blown its blast along comes a party given by the Press at MonA friendly welcome to their home
the Old Dominion Steamship Co and the season, therefore, the ship and automob''e a’ad trac s a ruin
The first white men the«y ever knew
cold wave colder than we have had ] hegan schoolhouse and had a fine
Elliott and Lady Forbes-Robertson, d*nran for many years, with her sister her personnel had to endure their ber P01*1'118 us ness prospec
Almore Spear was elected noble here at the station this winter The ! time. This was the first party of
In primitive simplicity
I died in Oakland, Calif ., from a
however.
Upon thetr unsuspicious shore
Berkeley, on the company's night disgrace, and the passengers their
. . . •
st oke of paralysis. He was 78. and grand of Warren Lodge, I O O F.
glass at 8 o'clock reg isteed zero, j the kind ever giver, for the children
They swapped thetr treasures, food and
Lne between Richmond and Norfolk, discoloration. But in the fall she
1'irs
and at noon only 8 above.
, of Monhegan.
Many
requests
have
come
througn
'
a
native
of
Deland,
For trinkets from the explorers store
Passenger traffic on the James was packed off to Quebec, where, as for an immediate story on the old Hyman Aiperin's store. Main and
STAMP COLLECTORS
. . . •
Keeper and Mrs. Singer attended
At Weymouth's Invitation then
dwindled until, in the early twenties, recently as last August, she was revenue cutter Levi Woodbury and Pleasant streets was burglarized.
Squirrel
Point
a
recent program at the church, in
In trust they went aboard his ship
A revised edition of the Official
The weather, a common topic, ! which Nancy Singer and Henley
But found themselves made prisoners it ceased to be profitable to operate still tied up, awaiting a purchaser, this will be done.
Oscar
E
Blackington
celebrated
there
, Booklet containing a description and seems to be rather freaky of late . Day took part.
While Sir George sailed off on his trip such a boat as the Brandon there. She had been equipped with a
his 82d b.rthday by walking to the
The service for which she had been f*ew name. Smecn. since her
The interesting and kindly com- Bc*. &n(j
piling a cord illustration of all United States post Old Sol has almost deserted us. 1 We missed the aerial Santa this
But one from England e’er returned
age stamps from the date of their
built was abandoned, and the East- owners wished to transfer the name ment of Editor Aobbins of the Deer
To see again his nattve land
Keeper Seavey has found his home year. We looked for him ail day
of wbod.
First victims of kidnappers greed
1 introduction tn 1847 to June 30. 1939.
ern
Steamship
Lines,
which
had
Riviere-du-Loup
to
their
new
boat,
[jjg
Messenger
in
Thursday's
Black
made snow plow useful. He has and for several days after Christ In our land's history they stand
Mrs. Jane E Burton, 77, widow
can now be obtained from the Sucome to control the Old Dominion. tbe former He d' Orleans of Quebec. cat relating to “Steamboat Days"
of Benjamin Burton, was fatally 'per'tnunde'nt'of"i^uments'.''u."8 paths made here, there and every- mas. but did not see him. Sorry he
What wonder that when white men
sent her to the Maine coast route
The Simeon, although her funnel and making a query about the
came
; where.
didn't make it.
To Saint Oeorge shores In later years which she served during her few re- has fallen and her boilers have been launching of a “down east1’ steamer bu.ned at her home on Willow Government Printing Office. WasliWe enjoyed our letter and picture
Neil Davis, tlie government ma
They found the natives savage, shy.
street.
! ington, D. C.
Suspicious of all pioneers
maining years under the American condemned is still middle-aged in Bath about a half century ago '
, frcm Capt. Wincapaw. especially chinist, was here was a week, much
Mrs.
Irene
Winslow
was
elected
,
These
books
are
priced
at
25
cents
Allison M Watts
flag In 1929 she was purchased by rather than old; but her situation of which came near seeing his finish, I
o, ui
:he stamps for the girls stamp col to our pleasure, as lie is enjoyable
Jamaica. Vt.
La Cie de Traverse Riviere-du-Loup- last August suggests that, unless the brought him a picture of Steamer ' ' 0 van ** emP • ' -an per copy with paper binding, and
»»«»
lection. We hope he has a safe re company.
Tadoussac, renamed Yonda L.. and exigencies of war grant her an ex- Frank Jones which seemed to fill all 5i,sters'
75 cents in cloth covers, which inIIVMBLT. ROME
turn Journey.
Keeper Singer's mother is here
taken
to
Canada.
For
the
remainder
tention
of
life,
one
more
Rcckland
his
requirements.
J
M
R.
Cr.arles
Felch
was
elect*
chaneludes
cost
of
delivery.
Remittances
(For The Courier-Oazette I
We
thank
our
unknown
benefacfor
the winter,
cellor commander of Gen. Berry accompanying orders for the booklet
Though our heme mav be a cottsee
SmaE and simple white and prim,
--------,
Lodge. K. of P.
may be ln the form of postal money tor who through the Seacoast Mis- ; Mrs. Singer has expected her
With a tidy lltue grass-plot
A tin box. containing about $500 orders or personal checks. Postage sion Society made possible our onc mether. Mrs. Batty from Two Bush
Flanked by borders neat and trim—
! year subscription to Red Book on every mail day since the first of
Rather than a gaudy palace.
in
cash and checks was stolen from stamps are not acceptable. A Junior
Or a mansion tall and grand.
, January, but there has been no good
With Its glass conservatories
A. C. MeLoon * Co.'s lobster smack Edition booklet, restricted to com- magazine.
And Its boundless stretch of land;
We
were
much
pleased
to
hear
the
j weather so it may be a long time
Alva.
memoratlve stamps, is also obtalnnew Sunbeam was launched and before she sees her.
Though our furnishings be humble,
The
almshouse
had
21
occupants
1
able
from
the
above
at
10
cents
thc
Scoured pine table, creaky chairs
know she will merit her name by
Ass t Keeper Day wen to Port
CWt washed curtains at the windows.
• • • •
jcopy.
Well-worn carpet on the stairsaiding the sick in inaccessible places Clyde to attend the funeral of his
Thc
follow
ng
births
were
record(
Rather than thc priceless treasures,
along the coast. Our best wishes go uncle, remaining two days.
Fine oil paintings, rich and rare.
ed:
WATCH THE STARS
And the costly silken hangings
out to her and Rev Bousfield and
Henley, Jr., has been 111 with a
Rockport, Jan. 8. to Mr. and Mrs.
_____
That are found In mansions fair;
all who make her errands of mercy cola but Is back in school now. We
Pred
Whitney,
a
son.
i
Let
us
all
remember
that
through
We can still make our homes cheerful
hope sickness will not keep the chil
If we're only so inclined.
South Thoqiaston. Jan. 11. to Mr. the winter months is the time to possible.
Though we have no grand surroundings
After ten years of service we have dren out of school again this year
and Mrs Arthur J Pierce, a son.
see the stars in their most brilliant
Wc can peace and comfort flnd
Thc small rooms will seem the brighter
Stonington, Dec 25. to Mt. and glory; and these cold frosty nights replaced our mode of transportation as they lose considerable time any
ft we let the sun stream tn.
And can radiate cheery welcome
Mrs Joseph G:ava a daughter— are to be seen a glittering sparkle of and are only hoping the new one way owing to the weather; they
For tlie stranger friends and kin
loveliness in the deeps of the invert ■ will be as satisfactory and depend have to go to Monhegan every
Natali na.
Nellie M Ervin*
This is the Brandon as the Riviere du-Loup and
Here is thc Erandon in her present unhappy estate.
ed bowl cf the sky. The polar star, able as the old one was.
morning.
Tenants Harbor.
Liberty,
Jan.
17,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs
looking very fit. The black hull was very becoming.
Note tlie disreputable stark, ventilators and the evi
the "Great Bear,” blue and silver
Hezekiah Harrington, one of the
It It It K
We should all the thankful that
Ralph
Light,
a
son.
Photo by Jay Allen-C. Bradford Mitchell.
dences of Mr. Mitchell's soot. iB. M. Boyles).
_____________________________ _____
_ 6, to Mr.
_ ___
LIFE'S LEGACY
oldest inhabitants of Phippsburg this country is still neutral. The
Stonington, Jan.
andand red stars can easily be found
I For The Courier-Oazette |
Time"' is to be held in Grange ha’l Mn. Ph’iUp Crockett, a son-M^ses and the m06t Pr<*n‘nent
fOT Center died last week
people ln other countries must be
Awake' The grey dawn changeth
UNION
WEST WASHINGTON
..............8
Harrit
'Study of the Milky Way Is winter | we thank Keeper Powers for his going through frightful horrors.
Harris.
As purpling beauty of the suns first
next week. Tlie Grange has donat
24. to Mr and 71181 soft scarf of filmy star'drift ' early morning assistance—a friend | Greetings. Dr.
Bousfield, and
kiss
Rockland. Jan.
Community Club will meet Tues
Quickens bird life Into blithe winging
'Mr. and Mrs. Archie Hibbert an
ed
$5
and
the
use
of
its
hall.
The
Johnson,
twin
that
half
way
Wls
the
greal
heavens
in
need;
Keeper
and
Mrs.
Osgood;
I
thanks
so
much
for
remembering us
And melody Is blown through vaulted
Mrs
Alexander
nounce the engagement of their old day afternoon with Mrs. Avis Nich
sky
, Someone has called the Milky Way and Retired Keeper and Mrs. Staples at Christmas time,
ols
in
charge
of
the
program.
The
l^t
of
ccmmittee
members
is
Keag
daughters.
Be up and out. give welcome to thr est daughter Gloria A to George M
the celestial road to the heavenly fOr (he lovely cards—a welcome
day!
Crozier, son of Mr. and Mrs. Myrton hostesses will be Mrs. Mary Wallace. Village: Mrs. Amos Makinen, Mrs
Rockland, Jan. 28. to Mr. and
Remember life Is measured by a span
gates. Study the heavens and thank thought in a struggling world.
Hail the new born hours as best ye Crosier. Miss Hibbert is a graduate Mrs. Clara Day and Mrs. Zena Nel- ; Randau Hopkins (School)
Charles Mrs. John J. Padbury, a daughter
the great Divine that they are free
may;
Mrs. Seavey finds herself unem- ,
Miss Edith Hawes and Mrs.
(s-hopi, jjrs p A Ripley, —Marian.
Meet them, greet them, welcome with of Washington High School, cla” of son.
in America of bombs and are filled ployed, after 20 years of crocheting
a song.
1929,
also
a
graduate
nurse
of
GeneAubyne Hawes will be hostesses at
h
Freedom,
Jan.
23.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
And every breeze will give you joy:
with beauty.
K 8. F.
for different companies, which have
'
1 or' s. Otis Sylvester, a son—Oeorge.
With fragrant days so quickly spent, see Hospital of Rochester. At pres- the next public card party to be held '
and
been foroed out of business. Al- ,
ent
she
is
supervisor
of
the
maternity
Jan.
J27
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Eliza,
Dennison,
Mrs.
Albert
Davis,
Mrs.
and
Vlnalhaven,
Dec.
27,
to
Mr
Chiming bells ring out the year'* de
The Douglas fir is named for the though the pay was small. It gave
division of the Saiasota Hospital ui (beth Hawes.
j William Makinen. Mrs J. T. Baum. Mrs. El.Jah York, a son.
cllne.
Scotch botanist, David Douglas, who work for Idle hands to do and many
Keep pace with dreams the heart hath
known;
New York. Mr. Crosier is office manMrs. Robert Mitchell entertained Mrs. Amos Norton and David PolRockport. Jan. 25. to Mr. and visited the Pacific coast in the 19th
Garner ye roses while life's at Its prime.
ager of the Rogers Liquor Co. of Al the Wednesday Club at dessert- i lock. Waterman's Beach District,, Mrs William Demmons. a son—Wll- century.
K 8 F.
Rockland
bany. and was formerly employed as bridge this week.
Mrs. Harry Waterman and Mrs fred Henry.
It * It M
accountant by T. F. Luther and tne
The St. Cecelia choir met Wednes- Eimer Nelson (school) Spruce Head
JOAN
Van Raalte Co. of this city. M.'. day with Priscilla Simmons.
Mrs. W. S. Godfrey and Mrs. Ethel
The marriages for this period
[For The Courler-Oazettel
Crosier is a native of Pittsfield,
Tlie
Mothers'
Club
was
entertained
Holbrook
(school);
Georges
River
w
we.
There Is a little girl
Camden. Jan. 9, Henry T. Pendle
Mass., and is a graduate of the Berk Friday afternoon by Mrs. Philip Road District; Mrs. Jennie AnderIn this big world.
And her Christian name Is Joan;
ton and Miss Florence A. Barnes.
shire School of Business. The date Morine.
!son and John Monroe (school).
She s a prancing, dancing, jolly little
gill
New York City, Jan. 5. Ernest B.
of the wedding is not announced.
A public card party, benefit Order
None gayer have I known
Murray of New York city and Mary
of Eastern Star will be held Satur
Mrs.
John
Babb
and
two
children
TENANTS HARBOR
She sings her songs.
D. Spargo of South Thomaston.
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Sanford day night at the home of Mrs. Eliza
And runs to school
Church Notes
With a light and bubbling heart;
Swans Island. Dec. 31. Guy L.
beth
Hawes.
in
Chelsea
for
two
weeks.
F.,r her world Is love and through It
all
Mrs. (Carrie Teague was hostess “The Christian s Walk" will be the ' Welch of Stonington and Hattie E.
Mrs.
Cora
Deering
was
happily
She plays her tiny part.
theme of the third sermon by Pas- Burnes of Swans Island.
surprised on her 86th biithday Jan. Thursday to the Friendly B's.
____________
tor Newell J. Smith of the Christian I Rockland, Dec. 30, Owen C.
She loves her dolls.
16. when her friends and neighbors
She likes to paint.
gathered
aTher
hoi^'e
a
"
time
!
SOUTH
THOMASTON
series Sunday morning at 10.30 Staples of Castine and Ethel ThurShe adores her mimical art;
S.ie likes her friends, loves Mam'aelle. was enjoyed and ice cream and cake
------.
1
The
adult Cholr wlu £ln« th« an" low of Stonington
LETTERS
And touches daddy's heart
Maynard Dean of Portland is j them.
Rockland. Jan. 20, Courtney E.
were
served.
Mrs.
Deering
was
well
This dear little girl.
. ' guest of G. B Butler for a short
Bib'.e School classes will meet im- Poster and Florence M. Kaler.
Will be given by The Courier-Gazette in con
Mother's little girl.
remembered with cards, useful pres-1
A d-ughter all alone;
A gripping mystery
mediaitely following the worship
Vinalhaven,
Jan.
19,
Adelbert
ents
and
two
birthday
cakes.
Those
time.
nection
with ita subscriptions.
This
winsome, gladsome,
glecsome.
wholesome,
present were Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
At the Grange Wednesday night service. Members of the Men's Smith and Edith M. Wharff.
story which proves to
I. lsfcfj’. fairy. Joan
Bartlett and son Kenneth, Mrs. the first and second degrees were class are urged to be present.
Vinalhaven. Jan. 16. Charles Morbe one of Ben Ames
John Harsen Rhoades
New York.
The Happy Hour of Sermon and ris and Daisy Wall
Josephine Finley, Mrs. Amelia Babb, conferred on Robert Waterman.
ONE LETTER GIVEN
RIRI
Williems*
best... en
Mrs. Harry Farrington. Mrs. Flor- The third and fourth with usual Song, a service which is filled with
Cleveland, Ohio, Jan. 19, Everett
SUNSET
ence Dawson, Mrs. Mae Hibbert, Miss harvest feast, will be conferred upon special musical features, choral as L. Williams of Portland and Miss
hanced by the love af
With each full year’s subscription, paid at this
[For The Courier-Gazette I
Katie Kennedy, Mrs. Lucie Wellman, \ two candidates Jan. 24. The mov- well as Instrumental will be held at Helen E. Wight, formerly of War
fair of two young peo
When the falling shadows lengthen
office, or by mail.
At the day draws to Its close,
Mrs. Catherine Wellman, Miss Doris ;
picture "Safari Through Africa, 7 o'clock. The pastor will preach ren.
With esch passing hour bringing
ple surrounded by en
on
the
subject
“
Almost,
but
Lost."
Lundy.
Mrs.
Lundy,
Mrs.
Hazel
'
which
cost
$250,000
to
make
will
be
Rockland. Jan. 20, George B,
To the earth a calm repose.
Then the sky with colors streaming
Monday night at 7 the Men's .Davis and Miss Elizabeth O. Whit- |
| Swett, Miss Joan Babb. Miss Harriet shown Jan. 31. Owl s Head, St.
unknown danger. . . .
TWO LETTERS GIVEN
Lends a radiance to the land
I Wellman and Miss Elsie Wellman.
George and Pleasant Valley Granges Baraca Class will hold its monthly man.
Like a .picture of rare beauty
Their fight against e
Fainted by a master hand
j Mr. and Mrs Ernest Pitcher were ' «a'e been Invited; only Orange fellowship meeting. The speaker
Rockland. Jan. 22. Henry Jordan
With each entirely new subeription, paid at
murderer will thrill you.
G lor lou- the changing colors
this month is to be Rev. Donald and Miss Doris Crockett.
J callers Wednesday evening on Mr.; members may attend
Aa thc sun Is sinking low,
this office, or by mail. (By entirely new sub
and Mrs. Alton Wellman.
j At the church Sunday night the Perron, Pastor of the Baptist Church
Pastel• shades that Intermingle
Vlnalhaven, Jan. 27, Richard C.
With the fading afterglow.
eription is meant a subscriber not directly or
Mrs. Lina Bartlett visited Friday Comrades of the Way of the Rock- of Thomaston who will give his lec- Young, Jr., and Laverne V. Walls.
And the dying rays win linger.
As if they were loath to die.
: with Mrs Lizzie Wellman.
|land Coll«ieKa’lonal Church will ture on the Philippines, where he
West
Tisbury,
Mass.,
Jan.
22.
Wil

indirectly on the list within six months).
In the dimness of the woodland
. .
i conduct the services.
| served as a missionary. The men of fred L. Embleton of Portland and
Where the dark trees line the sky
, Mrs. Mae Hibbert ^e,ui ni^ 10me
Enthusiasm Is being displayed by the class open this meeting to the
Miss Louise E. Mahoney, formerly
Guant and bare the birch and maple
last Saturdaj from
u.
ope.
committee In charge of drive public, including women, due to the
In thc fading light of day,
of
Rockland.
Branches raised as If appealing
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Swett was a , jor fur)ds fOr infantile Paralysis fact that so many have expressed
• • • •
When the darkness hides away.
visitor last Saturday ln Gardiner.
Foundation, of which the local the desire to hear of Rev. Mr. I^rThus the sun has set In glory
William
W.
Putnam was editor
Trailing beiuty through the skies,
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